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Carl Stocker

ABSTRACT

A 99-item quintdple-choice science attitude survey was put together

for course evaluation. Two previously validated instruments were combined:

1) Evaluations of fout concepts, UNIVERSE, SCIENCE, ME IN SCIENCE, and DOING

LABORATORY. E`XPERIMENTS, .were estimated by 75 semantic differential type,

items; 2) Agreements with seven positive and eight negative science attitude

statements were measured oh.an agree-disagree semantic distance basis. Data

6ame from 252 stildents both before and after all introductory courses of the

Miami-Dade Community College-North PhySics Department in the Fall 1975semes-

ter. Nine demographic items showed the average student to be a twenty year

old Male (30% females) with over three years of high7school mathematics and

slightly less science, thirtyfive completed college credit hours, and total

grade point average of 3.1 out of 4.

:Research hypotheses were formulated and evaluated as follows.: 1) All

attitudes would be favorably polarized. Means and standard errors of the

items gave evidence of.this; 2) There would be no differences in the extents

of polatizations of attitUdes with respect to independent variables'of test

timing, before or after the course, or of course group, general education,

pre-technicaL, or pre-professional. T-tests, correlations-and.multivariate

analysis Of va'tiance spanning 28 dependent variables evaluated this..

Answer distributions, pre-post group averages and ovetall averages

were tabdlated.for eaCh item. Results were categorized aS f011ows: 1) Signi7

ficantly different attitddes,;+ or,- as. indicated by the sample showing low

probabilities of results occurring:by chance; and significant t-7test differ-
,

ences between means 2):Signifitantly similar attitudes, as indicated.by the.

:sample showingThigh p value and a low F ratio of between7agbups variance to



within-groups variance; further data would not be expected to reveal any

differences here; and 3) Attitudes showing different enough valt.kes so

that additiooal data may characterize them as eittier #1 or 1/2 above,

but undecided by the present data..

Compared as.to direction f.rom neutral values, attitude total, factor

subtotals, most items, and item clusters were found favorably polarized,

and significantrY SO. .Only one sixth the items, and two of ten item clUsters,

the two on "Ease," were not seen in a favorable light. Semantic distances

on positive and negative statements were also measured favorable. Relative

positions.of all the favored student attitudes about the fOur concepts

were tahulated: "Useful" and "Interesting" were the most favorable of: the

semantic differential actors describineconcepts of.SCIENCE, ME IN'SCIENCE,

and DOING LABORATORY EPERIMENT.5. UNIVERSE was described most favorably

on-the tactors "Beautiful" and "Bright".
..

Compared relatively, with'respect to test timingbefore or after

the courses, most of the.twenty-eight dependent attitude factors came under

\

the undecided category. In general, attitudes after courses remained

favarably.polarized, but measured slightly less So; a secondorder effect

Of testing rather thah atrue change of attitude was postulated.

CoMpared relatively, with 'respect to intergroup differences, many

of the attitude'factors. were found more favorably eValuated by.the group

of pre-professionals. Significantly lowerthan overall average, but still fa--

vorable evaluations were given by the general nducatiOn group. Pre-technital.

group evetages seemed in general. favorabie,.but the signifitance-of any cliff-
%

erences was obstured by the smallness'of the sample compared to other gtotps..
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The search for effectual course evaluation methods has led

educators tO assess student attitudes. Evaluations-which are valid,

bjeceive and efficiently swift- could provide the feedback

needed for ,:ourse .improvement. In the so-called,"cognitive" domain

of subject mattertest instrUments_are_fairly_easily_found_or_con

structedihy the individual teacher as an expert in his own area. Yet,

to ass cs the hazier feelings that comprise the "affective" domain,

fewer measures 'pass the muster. Student comments, gut feelings of

teachers, and other indicat rs would all point to,attitudes varying at

least as widely as knowledg of subject matter,

'Real differences iniabilities that exist in different.student

groups, such as mathematical sophistication,,could be destructive of

self-concept and attitudes. At least as to formal mathematical back7'

ground,-. physics departments and textbook author's have taken this into

account by offering a less mathematical general education course, a

standard pre-tedhnical course, and other pre-professional tracks for en-

gineering-science and for other-pre-professional degree candidates.

Physics and math/exats exist which distinguigh these groups, and even

indidate whethrithey ate beginning or finishing a given course;

proficiency_p_re-tests and: cUmulative final exams should be.ableto.

aeCompAish this. But, what attitudefinventory could delineate group

. boundetjes? What survey might provide, input and guidance,for text and
,

course *.fiprovement and/or selection? Does,the instrument tested herein

ansWer tt,ese questions? 10



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANC'E

..-PECIAL PROBLEM AREAS

Site of tha StudY

largest campus of Miami-Dade Community C011ege, MDCC-

North, numbered about eighteen thousand students in the fall of 1975.

This is about half of the total enrollment at this large urben-multi-

Campus institution. ,Because of growing numbers of evening and other

part7time students,-full-time equivalent enrollment is.somewhat less.
_

This 'is the-PhySics Department at the largest campus of MDCC,

a small one for.that Clammunity college; seven faculty;.two secre-.

taries shaied with the lunch larger Mathematics Department; two open

laboratories with one supervisor;' five introductory courses, but in

three basic tracks. 1) General education. Several sections and

texts for physical science THS .101;-plUs one for descriptive astro-

nomy AST 110; 2) Pre-Technical "Physics With'Applications" ASE 163

and associated lab, usually taught from Harris and.Hemerlings"

.Introductofy tollege Physics, 2nd ed. (1972); 3) Pre-7PrOfessional:

Physics corequiring-trigonometry taught from Miller's text College

Physics, 3rd ed:, (1972); and Physics with Calculus taught from Halliday

and Resnick's PhysicS, 2nd ed. (1973). Four hundred forty-students

received passing grades for these courses and were possible'subjects

for this survey. Of thirty-five students in the pre-technical -group,

pre and post results, from twenty are,in this Study; from about two-
\

hundred in each Of the other two groUps, pre and pbst results of. 121

and 111-students respectively are repOrted herein..
r

The MDCC Catalog

lists the fOlIowing Courses, inCluding these surveyed:in this study:.

1.1



PHySICS

163-164 Physics w/Apolicatioas each, 3 credits
Emphasizes the basic concepts ad-nrinciples and their practi-
cal appliaatiods. Designed specifically for students in Tech-
nical Studies and for others desiringto strengthen their phy
sic.s 'oetk.,-,,roond before taking advanced soursep. Coreduisites
ASE 17L-175. Prerequisite or corequisite for/ ASE 163: 2AAT 120

-

or APH 162 or permission of the department cAairperson; prere-
quisite dr corequisitd for .`..SE 164: MAT. 122-br APM 163 or per-
mission of the department chairperson. (3 hr lecture)

ASS 174-175 Physics w/Applications Laboratory each 1'CredXt'
Laboratory 'for ASE 163-164. Laborgtoty fee. (2 hr lab)

AST 110 Descriptive Astronomy 3 credits
The solar system, the nature of electromagnetic radiation, astro-
nomical instruments, stars, galaxies, and cosmologySeyeral ses-
sions Will-be devoted to viewing the sky and to laboratory acti-

,,-vities. Special fee. (3 hr lecture)

PHS 161 Gen,eral Education Physical .Science 3 credits' .

Common phenomena, concepts and principles selected from astro-
. -.

nomy, physics and chemistry. 'Special fee. (3 hr lecture)
, -

PHS 102-163 An Approach to Physical Science each,-2 credits
Concepts in physical science selected/to give an understanding of
how a scientist Works and to answer/the question,."What is the
nature of matter?" TeaChing majors:are encouraged to take this
course as their physical science and General..Education require-
ment. .Corequisites: PHS 170-171. (2 hr lectute)

PHS 170-171 Approach/Physical Science Laboratoty each 1-credit
Laboratory for PUS 102-10.3. Laboratory'fee. (2 hr lab)'

PHY 201-202 Physics each, 3 credits
-. An introductory course'for students requiring a thorough study of

the basic
. principles of physics. Classical mechanics', sound ..aad

thermodynamics (PHY. 201); electricity, magnetism, and optics (FRY
202). Corequipites: PHY 271-272; prerequisite or corequisite to
PHY 201: MAT 122 or permission of the department\chairperson; (3
hr leCture)

_

--Tar-m=272 PLysics Laboratory each,.1 credit
Laboratory for PHY 201-202. Laboratory fee. (2 hr lab)

PHY 210,211, 212 Physics with Calculus each 3 credits
FoOndation course for physical science and engineering majors.
Classical methaniCs (PITY 210); thermodynamics, Wave mechanics,
optics, and soilrld (PHY'211); electriCity, magnetism, and modern
physics (PHY 212). Corequisites: P11Y273-274-275.: :Prerequisite
or c2orequisite to PHY 210: MAT 230 or permissi n of the depart-.
'Ment; 'prerequisites or corequisites to PHY 211, 212: passing

12



grade in THY 210 or permission of the department; corequisite to.
PHY 211, 212: MAT 231 or permisslon.of/the department. (3 hr
ture)

PHY 273,274,275 Physics with Calculus Laboratory each 1 credit
Laboratory bf-PgY 210-211-212. Laboratory fee. (2 hr lab)

PHY 220 Mechanics
Vectors, foice systems, equilibrium, friction, centroids, and mo-
ments of inertia. 2Prerequisites: PHY 210-, MAT 230 Or permission.
f the department chairperson. (3 hr lecture)

3 credits

Cult.ira1 Variety
1

.*

influx Of Cuban students at Miami7Dade Community College

folluwed the Castro Cuba catastrophe of the sixties, Miami is declared
,

first bilingual city'in 6-le U. flared and blawed,the Miami Herald

to send us off into the sevdnties toMpounding the communication

probfem, the United Nations.Educational Scientific and Cultural

Otganization(UNESCO)-among Other groups has favored sending foreign college

..
.

,

'-stUdenis into our'nigher edubation system.. From Pakistan And Persia,

-.::from Istael and.India,, bilingual dictionaries:come intoHthe classrooms.
. . - .

\.CrosS-cUltural Camaraderie s eduCational In'its'own right; but cultutal
\

-crosswinds that seem refreshingAt times, 4fay-,still be\unpredictable

'in posing,ptoblemsjor ptoduCtion of 'reliable test insttuments. Even

Single words suffer-in translation; and, il one refets to memories Of

one's foreign language classes,.'Phtases have been known to turn Somer-

-saults.- tan a-.simple enough testing instrutent be Administered and

, interpreted to give Valid, reliable, objective, and efficient tesults,.
]

With just the help- f a pocket English-foreign language:dictionary?7

13



:LITERATURE SURVEY '

'At least since thL developmentof the standard multiple-choice

sting has:

.Aich

scale from strongly agree to,strongly disagreo

been quantifted (Likert.; Common usa

1

ordinal scales as, comprised of -equalInterVals, and at times as-repre-

=./senting pxOportional tatiO d froM a point defined as zero.Placing

this zero at one end/Or the other', or,the center'permits suMmations

And statiqdtical anipulations\otherwise precluded.
/

Since the development by Liker, refinements have beea made

in many directions quantitatively and qualitatively,in attitude analySid

(Jahoda and Warren; 1966; Shaw and Wright, 1967). The concept of

attitude itself: has.been,subdivided. and placed within a broader doMain

denominated the affectiveidomain (RrathWohl, et al.,.1964). Value

'and attitude are'considered somewhat rdenticall'y covering at least one

centralized subdivision Of this domain. Theseiauthors giye the follow--

ing hierarchy by analogy with 4 companion volume\ which delineates the

cognitive domain -(Bloot et' al.., 1956): Affective Domain: "1.0) Receiving:

1.1 awareness;'1.2 willingness to receive, 1.3 controlled or selected

attention; *2.0) Responding: 2.1 acquiescence in responding, 2.2 willing-
, ,

ness to respond, 2.3 satisfactioft in r sponse; 3.0) Valuing: 3.1)

acceptance of a value, 3.2) preferenci for a value, 3.3) commitment;

4.0) 04:sanization: 4.1) conceptualizLtion of value, 4.2 organization of-a

value system; 5.0 Characterization by a value complex: 5.1) generalized

set 5 -2TCharacterization." Value and attitudes are therein considered

to extend from "willingness to respond ,(2.2)" to "conceptualization of

a value .(4.1)."

4

14



It may well'h been an emotional cry, 'perhaps descriptive of

a fear,,love, anger or\bate, that started\the evolution.of human

communication'. Adjective as originally usedi.n sucb a cry rl rr perhaps

Most fundamentally tied to human feelings. It is perhaps, taen, AO

wonder that attitudes,are validly and tellablyMeasured (admittedly-

alOng.somewhat arbitrary nutherital scaleS.,) Most often as eXtending

between oPpOsed bipolar adjectives. Take as an example, "On a, Scale

of one to ten, hoW beautiful is SHE?" Technically, such would be

Called a "semantic-differential" item,studying the "evaluation" of a

:"COncept" SHE, (traditionally capitalized) by ordinal ranking along

aa eyaluative dimensionaLfactor: "beautifUL" Osgb-Od and:others at

the University of Illinois (Osgood, 1957; Snider,and Osgood, 1969;

Wernegreen, 1970)'have developed and studied this technique extensively.

1

Reproducibly meaningful and voluminously encyclopedic results bave been

obtained with streamlined format°(e.g,UNIVERSE:'ugly 1 2 3 4 5 beautiful

and computer assisted statistical techniques (e.g. factor analysis; and

multivariate analysis Of variance). All cUltures and- languages seem,to

have de\veloOed adjectives along a least three.independent 'major

,Aimensions. In order of importance, these have been termed evaluation,

.\
pOtency, and'activity; other ,factors, such as stability and novelty

-.dre of relatively less predominance, according to findings 'of

above proponents Of the semantic differential technique



The 4asic "badgoo " evaluative bipolar adjective pair corte7

lates the moSt highly with evaluation totals in the definitive studies.

But subsidiary evaluative subdimensional factors "fun;" "Useful;"

"interesting" "safe, and "easy" have received predominant attention by
, researchers evaluating physiCs cours- eis, 1969; Welch, 197) .

The results of their. matching th an, r adjectiVes again repeated
in this study is listed- in Appendix A. This aPpendix (and Similar
Tables of thisstudY's resUlts) embodies numerically ,assessed average

attitudeS-. Columns represent course group and timing as independent

:variables, in separate: formative evaluations (Bloom, 1972) of a PSNS

Physical Science for NonScientists' text and course
(Wtiod , 1966) ,

.

,and of a Harvard Pro4ect physics!..text and. course (Geis, 1969; 'Welch,

1973). Rows represent the evaluative dimensional factors which,the'

subjectsranked Along the.indicated numerical scale (1 to 7, with

4 7 neutral)...

The most cotiidence was apparently expreSsed as to,the usefuli;-

'ness of the concepts DOINO:LAB
EXPERIMENTS, TEACHING SCIENCE, BEING' 4,

PHYSICS STUDENT or PHYSICIST. (Other concepts evaluated;' but.not

rePorted;by these autliors were clAmed to be less-Selective and lesSAchanged; concepta not involving the
students'immedi6.te experien6es-gave'

'Inconclusive results: Gei$, 1969.) The low F'vlue(F = betweenle-- ,

groups variance within groups Variance) here,dnd for eValuatin lab

as "easy" bolsters*hpothesis of no differences between groups/in the
PSNS study: However, low p values do indicate significantly better

16



8

evaluations on ME TEACHING SC7NCE for the Self-seleCted PSNS group on

the dimensions "safe" and "eaSy" but lOwer on evaluating DOING LAB EX:

ience. attitude inventory' (MoOre and"Sutman,

1970) not of the semantic diferential type, also was indicative of more

attltudes ijn the PSNS group here. The

PERIMENTS as less"safe." A

highly favorable

(1972) study'included

fitst Welch

tit by the author and ow other colleague

,L Miami-Dade Gommunic.../ Consequently, his sample and instru-,

. ment are deliberately anddireCtlyloverIapping, in a sense, the ones in

this study.

:SeMantic .distan0 fromstrongly agree to strongly diSagtee is

perhaps thelosest metlod to semantic aUerential fot measuring'tiOre-:

differentiated attitud&S (Shaw-and Wright---1961)- Instead of merely

assessing Conceptshy theindirect Connotation's as scaled by semantic

dif,ferenti,alhre, direct denotations about'intellectual and embtional.
\

'dimensions can be assessed using posiel,veand negative ,statements.

Thu*the evalUated range in a postulated continuum Of attitudes May be
v.

extended by such means, according to- Moore and Sutman (1,970). They

find uncorrlate&resUlts betwenthe positive (A) And negative (B)

attitudes'on.the following three-:way intellectual .(1 to 3)..and three-,'

way emotional (4 to 6) dimensions, which.were subsk.tquently incorporated"
whollY in the aforementioned Welch study, and paly,in this current .

work.-



1-A The laws and/or theories of science
truth and are subject to change,

l-B The laws andlor theories of science
truths discovered through science .

are approimations of

represent unchangeable

ObserVationbf natural phenomena is-the-basis of scientific
explanation Science:is'jimited in that it can only.answer ques-
tions about naturlaAthenomena and,sbmetimes it is nbt able to do.
that.

. .

27B Thebasia of scientific explanation is in duthbrity. Sci-
ence deals with,all problems and it can provide correct answers td
all Ahestions,,

3-.'A To opetate..in a scientific manner, bne must display such
traits as intellectual-honeSty, ,2.pendence4upon objective obser7
tion of naturaL events., and willingness to alter one.a position

, ph -the basis Of:Sufficient.eV4ence.

, 3-B TO:operate.la a Scientific manner one needs to know what
bt'her. sCienPists :think; one needs Po kildw all the scientific truths

d'to be able,t,Otake the side,of:other scientista,,

\A-A-Science is_zn,idea-generating,activity., It is devoted
prOvidingrexplanations of nztural phenomena, -It's value lies
_theoreticaLa4pets.

F!,

4-.T3 Science is'a technology-deVeloping activity. It is
to serving mankind. Its Value lies in its practital

to

in its

k

5=A PrpgreSs,in stlence-tequires,public sUppbrt in thia,aiebf,
stiente,-.therefOre,the 'public should be.tadezwateof,the nature
Of sCience and whatit atteMpts to do. The pUblic can understand -

science and':it ultimately benefits froh,.scientific Work.'

5-43 Public-Understanding:of science'wouldtentributenothing to
the advancement :of science.or to human welfare, therefore, thepub-

. -
lic has PO need to understand the nature of stience. They ,cannoe
-underslancrit and:it dbesnot.affeCt them.

6-A Being a ,scienPistor working in a jOb requiring scientific
knowledge and thihkingwoUld be4very intertating:and rewarding
lif,e's work. Lwouldjiketo do:scientific work. .

6-B,Being a stientst-'Or workin in a job requiring scientific
knowledge and thinkine?nuld be dull and uninteresting; it is only
.for highly intelligent jlepple Who are willing tb spencLhost of their
tihe at work. IyoilldHikiht like todp.Scientific work.



A 60 item survey based on these ideas led to the following cOnclusions.

Apparently good teadhing should both deliberately bolster positive

//attitudes.as well es fieny and contradict negative attitudes. More-

'over tne rejection.of negatiVe attitudes averaged only 49 (of 90

range), while acc ptanCe of positive statements averaged 55 over an

identical range; ople tend ,to agree with wrong statements they see.

Such possib e reaction of subjects to formof test qiietiorC

can be balanced. Out,.' by certain quasi.7experiMental research designs

dhvolVing pre and post-testing (Isaac-end Mithael, 1971; Kerlinger;,

1973; and TUckMah, 1973), Similarly repatitive testing 'can and,

has provided reliability information that hes.Vindicatd:the tests

10

and methods' that were adOpted herein (Winer; 1962; Wernegreen, 1971;

MooTeand Sutatan 1970; Geis, 1969),.

. IRESEARCE:OUESTIONS AND.HYPOTIJE.SES.

the two dominant chaetteriStics of attitudes, their directional

:polarization and their multddimensiohality with respect tO any concept;

were-attended-.to as follows. the concepts, SCIENCE, ME IN SCIENCE, and

poINd LABORAfORY EXPERIMENTS were eveluated as to connotationS they might

haVe such as, %Sefu1 ...,7IntereStdrig,' "Fitn, "Safe,' r "Easy,"tO the

subjetts-sutveyed: In addition, positive a negative. statements were-

considered both separately and,together,es, art of:a Scientifid attitUde4

inVentori (SAt) measurdng hoW closely intellectUal and emotional attitudes

are aligned-,with those/of scientistS and sdience edudators.



And so ehe dependent variables studied herein were
,

averaged re-

sPorwes to separate items, items clusters,. subtotals, and totals-repre-
,

senting t.he aforeMentioned.dimensions c;f possible attitudes. The,inde-

pendent variables were test timing, before or-after the course, alit),

course group, generaleducation, pre-technical or pre-professional%'

Phrased as a working hypothesis, the first luestion to be explored'as

whetheri

1);'Favorable aVerage attitude polarizatioh's exist,
as within:each independent variable and as awhole,with:,;:
'reSpect torlumerically,neUtral positions on each Attitude.

n addition two hypotheses were pOStUlated asfollows:
.

Average polarizations of attitudes-.will be the same or
will not change:Significantly'with resPect to test timing, as tp

-whether before Or after_the respective courSes.

,3.) Average polarizations of attitUdes will'be the' Same or
Will not be-significantly diffe--:.ent with respectto.whiCh CourSe
group,. whether general education,'pre-L-technicaloir pre-.

professional,

'S,tated'in these terMS,questionS:as-to ldnaarity.-of

normality.Of answer distributiOns

rious threat to reliability f,results".. The questionSresolved.did not

measure_proportIoniely how, great eny differences were; bu.t simply ,

whether:theY e*ist, in which direction, and:for Which altitudes.'

Changes in attitude' over time, before or after the tourse

ould be at least partially attributed to treatment effects.such as the
1

t e teacher or the textbook. Lack of change, on the other hand, codld

at est to reliability Of'the. test.instrument. -Differences jtn -attitude.

the diverse coutSegroups could.be reflecting the his-to/4es of

stud nts as poSsibly delineated by additional demographic

20



'Chapter 3

PR6CEDURES AND'MBTHODOLOGY

12

A study of available attitude testing instruments and:programs:

led .to selection of the composite final instrument shown in Appendix B.

The entire seVenty-five Items in the Melch.(1972).Semantic Differential

Test had been used with the stndents in 1970 and yieided significant

group to gioup differences': t was.incorporneed ent.irely by merely

which-iSreducing/the

.:: /
,

the maXimum number available on Miami-bade standatUtes4,hscoting catds.
/

.In addition, seVen positive, and eight negative judgmental Statements

poSsible range of.responses from seven to fiyn,

(items 76 to 90) were/selected from the sixty iteM Scientific Attitude

InventorV whiChrepresents bpth intellecuaI: and emotional, scientific.
.

attitUden,. asdevelopedThy Moore 8," Sutthan (1970. The original scale

/ ,.
was expanded ftom its range of four, to.-the Liketttype (1932) range

;.

of: fiye frOMSt/rongli,agree to strongly disagtee. :Nine dirlOgraphic:

itemS .(91to99) mere appended, modifying-theth appropriately fot the'

sample's own characteristics. Miami-Dade' Academic Test

cards also had provisions for the.students to enter

Scoring

a seven digit iden-

. .

tification.number,:a four digit class sequence number; and a section,

number tb identify ,the order the cards were

guiSh pretest from'posttest.

administered and to distin-

Cooperation of the entire physics faculty of Miami-Dade- Community

0tCollege-North was then enlisted to surveY all their physics4classes

twice during the fall. 1975 semester. Data were taken during the first

ten nftd'Inst ten daVs of ench clasS, in August and.December,.respectively.

21



Data reduction included the following procedures: The randomly

distributed.half of the items were noted, in which the favorable direc

'don of answer had been reversed (5 to 1 vs.,1 t 5).. to avoid

set." AI1 Values were re-reversed knLigm,!. in the directiou of high:being

ioo6t: favorable, and low being least favorable. Percent favoring each

answer, one.tofive, was calculated and averaged for each item. Simple,

graphsof these valuee are shown In Appendix C.

13

.Significant reduction of within-groups variance and its subse-

quent analysis with respect to many variables (multivariate) waS made more

_;-feasibleby combining intentionallyrelated items additively, and then

.renormalizing between accepted scale limits, Such items Included the
4

following, in order of increasing size: A) Five pairs 'of three items

each, cOnSidering "fun, ,useful, interesting, easy, and safe" as

.semantic differential factors (attithdeP) tp.evaluate the two "concepW4

"DOING LABORATORY BSPERIMENTS"' anS "M17'".IN SCIENCE," respectively.
4

"Fun" intluded "gloomY-joYful, boring-fun, happy-sadl" "Useful" includee/

'"important-uniMportant, useless-useful, ProdUctive7unproductive, and

-I

yalUable7worth1esS" Interesting included "interesting-dull, tiresome41-

exciting,. monotonous-stiMulating;Safe" Included "safe-dangerous,

"Easy" inclUded "simple-difficult,

Totals, averaged under each conpept.,
1

threatening-comforting, risky7secure;"

effortless-demanding, hard-easy.

were- also calculated, each included'fifteen originalj_tems; B)- Ei ht

.negatiV'e-attitude,. and seven positive-aLtitUde statements, subtotalled

Yand then totalled as representative Of the ScieriCe Attitude Inventory;

22



). An Overall total which selected items and

from B ,.(aboVe) .each 50%, half sekliau ie Lin; rential:and half science

attitude inventory for the. 239 student saMple showing no missing data.

The hypotheses, were pursued-that no significant differeti4tes would be
. .

:found between the dependent variables with,respect to the independent

variables of time end courSe gyoup. Pre'and posttest means, standard

deviations and errors of the mean:of each group and each variable '

.

were calculated and used to implement the apkopriate t-tests.

, Multivariate analysis ofvariance, (MANOVA) was performed with

the aid of digital computers'. Besides the above combined dependent

, .variables, it was possible to do most of the Individual semantic-
,

differential. ite.nis evaluating the concept', "SCIENCE." These additional
:

scales were ''historical, philosophical, matheMatical,, experimental, social,.

. ,

difficult, beneficial, -important, and interesting." All the aboVe, and .the-
.

jndependent Variable Of time ( .= after, and b -7:.before):, were"interyal-

,type," The other and aignificeht independent variable 9f student group

14

.

was.nominalinnature:,. 1) general=education, non laboratory physical science.

students injq-IS 101 orAST-101; 2) pre-technical, electrical-electronic

and-e-ir-conditionina technology students, in ASE.163.; and :3) pre-prn-
-

L

,fessional s.tudents in either PHY 201 or PHY 210. A prograM-by-Clyde-Com,

.pu.ting SerVices, Coconut Grove, Ylbrida,- outputted the .desired correlations,

,p end F values for hypOtheses verificationS, daspite differing numbers'of

subjectS.in each. subroup'"cell".
'1



Chapter 4-

.RESULTS

A total of over two .hundred thousand individualbits.of information

were keypunched and processed se7eral times in this study using various

coMputer programs. 'Significant threads on this loom of data tan best

be delineated by pursuing, ±n order, demography, semantic differential

_ analysis science attitude inventory, itet-caTrelationsand discussion.

DEMOGRAPHY

The average student who tendered both identical August and December

surveys usS atwenty year-oldcadcasian male, (30% females), who

-.had completed aboUt three YearS each of high school sciente and mathe-
,_.

matics, in addition to about thirty-five college credit houts. Table T

breaks down thedata into additional subclassifications. Inferences

15

to other populations would-be of firmer validity and, use, the closer

theY'approxiMate this profile. Nevertheless, many of the succeeding,

results have closely confirmed findingS Of Geis (1969), Wela (19 2) and

Wernegreen, (1971) Who tested physics students at.many-otherinstitutions ,

of higher.leaining,.with similar testing instruments.

pre-technical students nutlbered _fewer, was

The groUp (#2) o E

all-male, and largely repre-

sented :an older poPulation of eyeni g students. The other larger groups

:(#1/and #3) showed similaraPprecOble, but not predominant, groups

. of feMales and of evening studentis. College population as a whole.had.,
/

greater:female
,

representation aL'was slightly younger.
/
,



, TABLE 1,

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 252 PHYSICS STUDENTS_
IN THE STUDY

Total General .Ed.

Sample n: 252 121

Sex:

Male 70% 68%

Female 30% 32%

Credits completed:

0-11 (freshman 1) 147- 277

12-23 (freshman 2) 11.5 21

24-35 (slophomore 3) 16.5 17

36-47 (slophomore 4)
i

48 or more

24.5

33.5

14

21
I

(Mean hrs.) (35 hrs.) (27 hrs. )
1

High Schd)ol Mathematics:

--1 yearl 2% 0% :

i

'-2 10 14

-4.3 23 28

----4 35.5 32

2-4-4 2-9 27

(Mean :yrs.) (3.3. yrs.) (3.2 yrs.)

High School Science

1 year 5% 7%

20 26

31 37

4 27 23

4 17.5
7

(2.8 yrs.) (2.5 yrs.)(Mean yrs.)

16

Pre-TechniCal Pre-Professional

20 111

100% 71%

0% 29%

57 1.57

10 1.5

27.5 14

20 37

37.5 46.5

-(39 hrs.) (43 hrs.)

3% 4%

8 6

18 19

33 40

38
30

, (3.4 yrs. (3.4 yrs.

5%. 3%

15 .14

35 23

23- 32

22 28

(2.9 yrs.) (3,1 yrs.)

Grade Point Average (3.1 ) (3.0)
(3.0

( A = 4 )

,(Median) (20) (19)- (25)

:(Mode) (20) (18) (23)'

2 5

(3.2)

(20)

(21) .



SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL ANALY.SIs-

-AnsWer distributions on.the. semantic dtfferential items are seen to

vary cOnsiderably from normal GausSian bell-shaped cu'rVes, CA,ppendix B

.graphs the total percentages answering each possible answer for all ninety

.items in sequential order.. ,The answer numbers and averages are re-

aligned from-thesutvey' 50% random reversals:, to run from one for.

.themleas:t favorable, through the middle (3= neutral)4 to the highest, fiVe,.
AverageS deemed lass favorable than neutraL:'

17

meaning the most.favorable.

dreplaced in.parentheses All :concepts and scales* in Appendix II are-

preSented in the same-:verbal order as the SUrvey, with the nutherical average

placed, following the terli that the subjects faVored. The four concep..ts;

UNIVERSE, SCIENCE, DOING-LABORATM-:EXlititTMENTS,- and ME IN SCIENCE'each

are shown as matched againstlfifteen or_more bipolaradjectives*.._The'se

represente± five or More evaluative-factors (dimensions) intIUSive of

.

"fun, uSefui,',interesting and,eaSy," each as the sum of at, least

three itetils.) Similar non-Gaussian distributions were found by Geis (1969)

.PeSpite the deviations frM;:norMalitY,totals. for the same. five factors were
e,

analyzed by Welch (1972) using multivariate analysis of variance.(MANOVA),

.the teChnique pursued in this Study for, affi:rmation'of proposed hypOtheSes:.:,,

'Concept" nouns, 'bipolar't ."Scale"dj'ectives, an'd evaluative "factors"'
are semantic-differential technical.termas described in Chapter.2.

u '-



C.roup and pre-post means and Manova (F and p value's ) results for ,

the five three-scale cumulative factors and their totals with respect

to ConCepts of DOING LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS and ME IN SCIENCE are'.

shown inTables 2 and 3 respectiVely. RenormalLzation here gave'a

_7,_sealewith 4 representing a neutral attitude. Column headings

on, these and the following tables represent the independene variables of

coutse group,.(c), and.timing bfore or a.fter. Rows were labeled for the

dependent variables of renormalized factors (dimensions) and their total,

each followed by the computed Manova results o'f F and P'values for

course and timing successively. F gives the ratio of he between-the-

groups variance _o the within-groUps variance; p gives the expected

probability of the different reults occurring by chance, Major effects

show high F-and Iota p, The body of the tables give the means values of

the dependent variables. Plus and minus signs indicate significant

variations from the means as shown by additional T-tests. Table 4

shows some single-scale factor results in a sj:milar format The adjec-

--tiVes here Were .polarized by :themcdifying adverbs,- "not" as lowest value

(1) to "extremely" for the highest value (5). TheSe were not randomized

in the original test, and'were left off th'e.grand total attitude value

to follow an Table 5, Table 6 visually compares the relative positions

of all favored'student attitudes on all, the conceptS,studied by the seman-

-tic differential technique. The most favored attitudes are shown ,propor-

tionately lowerwith the mote neutral ones at the start of the table to

emphasize the need to work on these. Unfavorable attitUdes are inserted

inside parentheses.

27
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TABLE 2

STUDENT ATTITUDES TO LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS BEFORE AND AFTER

PHYSICS COURSES

CONCEPT: "DOING LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS" (Scale: 1 to 7; Neutral Attitude = 4)

Course(c):

Factor Mean*

General Ed. Pre-Technical Pre-Prof

\

\

(Non-Lab Gioup)

4.446 4.750
4.473 4.722

5.802
5.793

5.917
5.778.

4.869 4.944
5.000 4.917

4.068(-) 4.306
4.116 4.639 +

.3.536 .3.611
. 3.364(-) 3 97 12. +

4.544 4.706
4.551 4.806

ill 18

+0.106 +0.264
___ _

4.646

4.464

5.782
5.446(-)

5.032 +
4.682(-)

4.627 f
4.573 +

3.473
3.618

4.712 +
4.556

110

+0.107

Fun 4.562
F=1.15; p=.317 for c
(F=.537; p=.464 for oh)

------UsefUl 5.716
F=1.50; p=.224 for c
(F=2.34; p=.464 for oh)
Interesting 4.899
F=.221; p=.801 for c
F=.-784; p=.377 for ab

Safe , 4.354'

F=16.0; p=.001 for c
(F=.067; p=.796 for oh)

Easy: 3.520
F=1,68; p=.188 for c
(F=.021; p=.885 for oh)

,**TOTAL 4.603 .

,

F=1.51; p=.222 for c
(F=3.93.; p=.048 for ab)

Sample n = 239

Seu # = +.051
--.

Timing

b = before
a = after

b

a

#Averaged Standard Error expected of each factor mean fromthe true mean.

Designations +, - indicate, significant'differences above and below the
mean, favorable and unfavorable, respectively.

*4- 1.12 = Averaged Standard Deviation about each factor mean:

-**+ 0.757 = Standard Deviation about to=lal mean.

28
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TABLE 3

STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD BEING IN SCIENCE, 'BEFORE AND AFTER

PHYSICS COURSES

CONCEPT: "ME IN SCIENCE: (Scale: 1 to 7; Neutral Attitude = 4)

COURSE GROUP (c)

Factor Mean* General
Ed.

Fun
(F=21.8; p=.001 vs c)
.(F=3:69;.p=.055 vs ab)

Useful

4.853 4.586(-)
4.360(-)

(F=24.4; p=.001 vs c) 5.176 4.820(-)
(F=8.04; p=.005 vs ab) 4.586(-)

Interesting
(1=19.3; p=.001 vs c) 4.919 4.734(-)
(F=4.11; p=.-043 ys b 4.324(-)

(F=6.25; p=.002 vs c) 4.624 4.500(-)
(F=1.05; p=.305 vs ab) 4.369(-)

Easy
(F=.432; p=.650 vs c) 3.599 3.676
(F=.071; p=.789 vs ab) 3.603

TOTAL**
(F=20.3; p=.001 vs c) 4.634 4.463(-)
(F=5.30; p=.022 vs oh) 4.249(-)

Sample: n = 239 111
Seu = + 0.056 +0.117

20

Pre- Pre- Timing
Tech. Prof. b = before

, a ='after
5.000. 5.327+ b
4.806 5.127+ a

5.556+ 5.864+
5.306 5.359+

4.972 5.364+
4.917 5.255+

4.667 4.854+
4.917+ 4.723

3.694 3..536

3.639 3.52

4.778 4.989+
4.717 4.804+

-18 110
+0 290 +0 117

* + 1,23 = averaged Standard Deviation about each factor mean.

a

a

**-+ 0.898 = Standard Deviation about the total mean.

Deoignations.+, (-Yindicate signifiCant differenceS above and below
the mean, favorabie and unfavorable, respectively.

2 9



TABLE 4

STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE BEFORE AND AFTER PHYSICS COURSES,

C.ONCEPT: "SCIENCE" (Scale:

Course(c):

Factor

1 to 5; Neutral

Cen.:Ed.

Attitude =

P:re-

Tech,

3).

Pre-
Prof.

Mean

.

'Historical 3.801 3.955 + 3.722 3.745
F = 1..3; p = .274 vs. c ..---3...721 3.333(7) 3.873
F ==.65; T = .420 ys. a, b

Philosophical 3.343 3.378. 3.111 3.264
F. = .45; p = .635 vs. c 3279' 3.278 3.500 +
F = .53; p = .469 vs. a, b

Mathematical 4.090(-) 4.556 + 4.473 +
F = 7.8; p =-.001 vs. c 4.279 4.556 + 4.527 +
F = 1.9; p = .169 vs. a,

'Experimental 4.330 4.261 4.556 + 4.418
F = 1.3; p = .262 vs. c 4.243 4.333 4.364
F = .31; p = 580 vs. a, b

'Social 3.257 3.135(-) 3.667 -I- 3.309
F = 3.9; p = .021.vs. c 3.009(7) 3.2n/ 3.418 +
F = .002; p = .965 vs. a,

Difficult 3.460 3.324(-) 3.667 3.473
F = .77; p = .464 vs. c 3.486 3.444 3.527
F - .90; p = .328,-vs. a, b

Beneficial 4.283 4.198 \ 4.222 4.455+,
F ----: 4.1; p = .018 vs. c

.72; p = .398 vs. a, b
4.180 ', 3.944(=) 4.364

Important 4.397 4.387 4.444 4.564 +
F = 3.7; p = .026 vs. c 4.180(7) 4.500 4.436
F = 3.7; p = .055 vs. a,

Interesting 4T038-----3.865(-) 4.000 4.245 +
F = 11.2; p = .001 vs. c 3.775 4.111 4.264 +
F = .081; p = .,776 vs. a,

Sample n: 239 1 1 18 110
.,

STD. ERROR +0.084_ +0.209_ +0.084_

21

Timina

b --- before

a = after
..

b

a

a

b

a

a

a

b

a

a

+ 0.884 = AVeraged Stanard. Deviation a'Lbut each factor mean.
I

Designations + (7) indicate significantdifferences above and below
the mean favorable and,unfavorable, respectively. .

30
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SCIENCE ATTITUDE INVENTORY

Table 5 renormalizes the mean results from the fifteen selected

,statements to the 130 range accepted for the original test uf Moore and

Sutman,(1970). Results for the subdivisions Into, positive and negative

statements are also given. Finally a 50/50.averaging with the totals

of Tables 2. and 3 for thirty semantic,differential items, was evaluated

as an overall score..

In these and in previous subtotalled results,, the standard errors

f.their' muans appear as smaller.fractions of valueS representing total .

attitudes. Individual items had much larger comparative errors. As ,

anticipated in theory, and now proved in practice,-statistical signifi-

cance'is easier to come bS, yith larger .grOups of items*, as well as with

_larger samples.

One feature Of the-overall total chosen was that it would revert

to neutral value of half its total range under any of the following con-,

ditions:' 1) A student entered all ones, twos, threes, fburs, or fives

on his answer card; or 2) A Student entered random Combinations of ail-

these possible answers such as might be expected from zigzagging answers

without really evaluating them; overall averageS of such techniques
,

would be expected to cancel out of the final total as a neutral attitude
;

for however many students used them. Reactions of students and proctors

to identical'posttests certainly-could foster boredom and leSs use of time

.and care; observed reductions toward neutral of posttest averages are pos-
.

sibly because of this test feature rather than any true changes in attitudes.

Wernegreen, (1971) and studies quoted in Appendix Ahad not noted this pro-
'

bable explanation. 31



TABLE. 5

23

STUDENT ATTITUDE TOTALED BEFORE AND AFTER TAKING PHYSICS.COURSES

15 SCIENCE ATTITUDE INVENTORY STATEMENTS (SAI)

(Likert-rescaled.: 0180 tOtal; 84 fOr:Positive, 96 vs. Negative statementS.)

CourseS:'( ) General pre- Pre- Timing

1 Ed. Tech. j3tof. b = befOre
a = after

.Factor Mean -2..7 Std.'

Error of Mean'

SAI Total:
F=6.984
p=.001 vs. c.

110.0 107.4(-) 110.0 113.2+

+0.866 'l06.1(-) 107.5 113.7+

Tof. 180)

F=.099; p=.753 vs a, b

For Positives: 56.19 54.86

F=6.203; (of 84) 53.45(-)

p=.002 vs c +0.55

F=2.65; p=.104 vs a, b

Against Negatives: 53.79 52.54

F=2.04; p=.131 vs c (of 96) 52.65

F=.828;ip=.364 vs a, b +0.6825

58.00 59.18+

55.33 57.16

52.00 54.00

52.17 56.56

Total Attitude: 292.2 '283.3(-) 296.3 304.9+

SAI & Semantic +1.903 276.o(-) 293.8 298.8+ a

Differential (of 480)

F=15.9; p=.001 vs c
F=2.825; p=.093 vs a, b

Sample n = 239 111 18 110

.

.

'Designations +, (-) indicate significantdifferences above ancLbelow.

the mean, .favorab.le,and unfavcahLE, respectively.

3 2
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:TABLE 6

RELATIVE POSITIONS,OF ALL FAVORED STUDENT ATTITUDES ON SCIENCE CONCEPTS

SCale' Concebt
1 1

to t6 ME IN SCIENCE;DOING LABORATORY 'SCIENCE UNIVERSE
7 EXPERIMENTS.

NUTRAL(diffidult) simple comforting
(3)(4) (hard) ;secure . SeCure (dangerous)

4.1 :

3.1 (dangerous 1 human
4.2 (hard)

comfOrting
knowable

3.2;4.3 joyful morall
understandable

4.4

3.3 . comforting happy social
1

.4:5 safe
,eXciting

philosophical
1

clear; fun1
friendly

3.4;4.6exciting
joyful joyful; (difficult)1

4.7stimulatiag stimulating stimulatingi knowable (unpredictable)
3.5 safe; happy happy cheerful;-joyful

4.8(demanding)
,

fun
, fun; authoritatiVe
ekciting

5.0

3.7 important (demanding)-. (mysterious)
1

old
5.1fuh.

productive
.3.8;5.2 historical

1

5.3
3.9 valuable useful

5.4 interesting colorful
interesting

4.0;5.5 1
interesting

(mysteri2=s)

(&hangir-

5.6
4.1

(changing)
open
interesting

alive;b=ght

57

.4.45.8

5.9

. valuable benefyal 1

useful
1

experimental .

-4:3 important... produCtivvmpthematical
6.V important

4 . 4 0-.1

FAVOPED

nseful
valuable

f'important

40'1
These scale adjectives were polarized Erom "Not"

bipolarized vs. antonyms. 3 3

beautiL=:_L.

-"Extremely others were



.'CORRELATIONS AMONQ DEIJENI01 VARIABLES

\
Correlations betweefactors, ictor cJusters and.totals

processed by multivariate analysis of, variance are g.Lven in Appendix F,

Thes srvn to show up any unexpected relations, and to confirm experti

relations aMong varirtbf,es toge1:11,1t (Liated valUes at 0.31

or below :Jhow greater than 3.05 probabiliry Di occurring'through

chance for the twentyeight variables calculated (E4rards, 1964: 362),

and may be' neglected as showing insigniicanterrelationships..)

spuriotts correlatiOns arise beLween additively related

variables. Tor.examola. tae,overall. iih t)tal, the total Science

Attitude Enventory, (SNI), L subtotals (TAB) ,and (MY TOT) all show

this spurious effect... The fact, that the AI positive and negative

statement :subtotals .a-re uncOrrelated v.ith.each,ptber (70.021), and

insignifitantly with anthing on r.he rilan.fic differential mignt De

-
surprising. It would see: to indiatc that entirely different vari

f-les are measured .by it c.)mpared t -h-jF semantic Afferential. The

intellectual or the en:.Dtinal judge ats its authort7. (Moore and__

Sittman, 1970) c Jaim. it meares, aa-y la ap way be t-,,tluated to the

connotative4' meani.=,;,s' that semantic Jiffe-renial tnroponents claim

(Osgood 1957).

This vindicates the observation by Wernegreen (1971) that itrwo

.classeS of attitudes arein question .(1969), and thfs

semantic 'differential meaSure verbal connotations about scjence, C.

3 4
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as the subiect that the attitUde is,evaluating favorably or unfavor

'

Wernegreen and Allen's Likert Axtitudel'est,and Moore and-

Sutman's.Science Attitude Inventory (SAI), used.herein, compare

agreement with scientific orientations, such as open-mindedness,

critical' evaluatitan of causes and effects, etc.

.

Of the single factors evaluating the concept-SCIENCE, "interest"

seems the most highly (.278-- average) and widely correlated to the

factors investigated. Most other single factors used were meant to be

independent and as such show low corrlations. The .611 inter,-

Correlation of the synonymous terms "important' and "benefitial" is

the highest among single factors.

, .

That synonymy leads to high Correlations is evident taroughout

the table. -High "interests" in SCIENCE, in ME IN SCIENCE, and LAB'so

t together, as Lo ...lonnotations of "useful," or "fun," or "easy," or "safes."

1 These results a:cifirm the validity (.1" z-cbtotalling factors like "bene-

ficial" and "irtant" into a clas-= like "useful," when applLd to

concea Of the factor cLs7t--zs, the three showing the high

overall ca'rreiaraaons to all other depaiaent variable, all evaluate the

_.ME IN SCIENCE :7.2ncepz; "inberest,' 1fcra," and "uSeful" here show
1.

ecioss,---the-boa=a;average cozrelati=a, calf .343, .317, and .286 respectavely.

Correlations a=taia:7, clusters evalUazanit a single coricept like LAB are also

apprecaable. Th.,LH justifies the pra7laace of cOmbining them by simple ad-

dition to use =heir total as an overall evaluation of the concept.. The

computer program in Appendix E was designed to do this as well as td renor-
.

maliz e all combined values to the pub1Lshed scales' copied ih Appendix:A.



DISCUSSION

Favorably Polarized Attitudes

Of the ninety items evaluated, seventy-two.showed aVerages

above the neutral Value of three. Ali cUmulative dimensions and

factors, except for "easy" were,in the f,avorable direction.

The "useful" dimension came .out ranking the mos't favorably

polarized. Thus, our subjects most readily rejecited adjectives

"unimportant," "worthless"'"useless;".and "unprOductive," and ac-

,//

cepted as "impci#ant3" "valuable," "uSeful," "productiveand "bene-,

. ficial,"
. the concepts of SCIENCE, DOING LABW.TORY EXPERIMENTS,

'and ME IN SCIENCE.

The next most favorable evaluative dimensions for the above

stated concepts were, in decreasi order 'interesting," and 'fun

. however., "safe" fa7.:orably descri d LAB and ME IN SCIENCE but unfavot-

ably characterized SCIENCE alone, possibly reflecting .'.L.Irrent contra-

versies in the press over environmental safety, research costs, etc.

Except on the unfavo-p "easy" factor, the pre-profes ional

. group appeared siFirtantly =re ..±avotable in their evaluations: of

ME IN SCIENCE,' (Tailae. 3,) and SC CE alone, (Table 4). The generai

education course subjects rated these slightly less favorable.

The probability of:..these differences,in the ME IN SCIENCE results

occuring by chante was in general less than one-in a thousand (p-.001),

as-was also the total attitude, (Table'5); thiS latter had been weighted
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25% on the .fifteeniitems rating. the "LAB" concept and,25% on the

fifteen items rating ME IN SCIENCE, about 23% on agreement with seVen

positive judgemental statements, and 27% on disagreement with eight

statements deemed ngacive.

All in all,, as indicated above, the major-effect was a pre-

.dominantly-favorable. set of subject attitudes towar.s science. A

significantly higher attitude overall, and toward-Being in science,

existedfor the pre-professionalgroup. The pre-technical sroup seemed

intermediate td the other groups, slightly, but not necessarily signi-

ficantly, above averagein many cases; too small a a=ple here a:1o,

too high a probability of the favorable results occurring by chance

But even the general education group which tested sit7ficantly below

the sample mean,was still significan7. e a neurro attitudeS :Thus

except for across the boar3 agreement ,,ciEace :appeared slightIT'

more than neutral on diffitulty; all a- T.-a:Les !a.n toward the favoro-ile

side. Table 6 allows'a visual co=pari_:::n betwen rIme favored att1:-..:±.

In confirmation of the above te powerful techn±qu

of a multivariate analysis of variance was used, 'Thereby'it relect,

the null hypotheses that the three groups show the same attit-ude--3_

toward science; this was indicated by the high F voJues togethe7 with

the low p values on the Tables,2, and 5. ,_ompared to prev :stu-

dies stAmmarized in Appendix A, only "ease" of doing laboratory ,-;x1yeri-

ments appears less favorable; our experiMental open laboratory -perhaps

-should be re-assessed.
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Unchaned'-Attitutas

Low F and high p values would be needed to deny the rejection

of the 'null hypcitheses of no differences and/or changes. Results appeared

reluctant to deny the null hypothesis that the coursesdid not change

the attitudes that being in science, as well as doing lab experimentswould

-
be at least of more than neutral difficulty. The courses also seem na.t

to change any favorable attitudes of.safety and interest, one way or

the other. The sotial dimension of sciencelooked especially absent,

and also :levoid of change. However, in many cases, the null hypOthesis

can neith3r be accepted nor rejected without further study; these would

have to knclud.a either larger samples, further improvements in experi-

;mental design. or advances-in data-treatment.

;.Changed Attitudes

1he.dimensional factor "useful," which was the Most favorably

polarized and whose use in destribing.SCIENCE and ME IN SCIENCE differed

among the three.course groups, - that same factOr decreased a small but

significantly changed amount from pre to post-test, across the board.

Similarly, the next most favorable factors "interesting,- and "fun,"

and the subsequent norMalized total, decreased in their evaluation

describing ME IN SCIENCE. Nevertheless, these factors still remained

by far the most favorably disposed.

The total mean evaluation- of DOINd LAB EXPERIMENTS decreased an

even smaller, but still s gnificantly different amount from before to

after for che courses. IfAJ: weren't for an insignificant gaiti. in this

total for the general education non-laboratory group, the drop might '

have shown up even more clearly. Appendix A studies show similar Changes.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCtUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

METHODOLOgY, INSTRUMENTATION AND APPLICATION

This study has determined attitude profiles in the various

courses, of study in the Miami-Dade Community Collese Physics Department

without a specific treatment or change in treatment in mind; and further-

more ,it provided a basis for confirming applinability of past studies

with Similar testing instruments. rt also laid the:groundwork for sub-

sequent studies, presently in progress by other researchers in the

department. It might have been feared. that basically differing profiles

and changes might have emerged due to a number of factors. These ;

included the big,growing,but not yet predominant.fractions of evening

students,-of Spanish bilingual students, of students using hand calcu-

lators, of health-related major students, and of foreign born students.

:None' of these.factors seemed to affect the results found. The

test *instrument essentially chetked out as a quick, efficient, and

discriminating implement for attitude evaluations in college cdhrses.

Estimation that ten items could be covered each minute-within the semantic

differential itself probably would be as high as possible of information

transfer efficiency on any instrument; as* such it might be more regu-

latly inCotporated or appended to other tests given. A quick estimate

is that our average college test uses only half:the fifty-item maximum

capability of the student answer cards providecI; at the expense of 2I4

mote minutes of student time, twenty five semantic differential itein6 could

3 9
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be added, perhaps on a regular basis. For example, in certain class

'

tests, this author,has been interlacing-an item-evaluation question,

after every test item. The item read, "The above question is 1) VERY

SOUND;2) FAIRLY SOUND; 3) NOT VERY SOUND; or. 4) NOT SOUND'AT ALL, to

make me think constructively and probe fairly my knowledge of related

material.", A semantic differential might effectively an&efficiently

separate four factors here. For example the item might read, "The

above question seemed (SOUND 1 2 3 4 5 'UNSOUND) it made me think

(NOT CONSTRUCTIVELY 1 2 3 4 5 CONSTRUCTIVELY);,it probed my knowledge

of (UNRELATED 1 2 3 4 5 RELATED),material; it did so, (FAIRLY 1 .2 3 4

UNFAIRLY)."

LINCUISTICS AND SEMANTICS

False statements and polarizations toward them may be a fact

of life. Yet B. F. Skinner ,(1957) has made several allegations against

using false statements in his driticism of multiple-choice tests; and so

perhaps Skinner's operant conditioning theories should be extended to

asSess verbal behavior on tests of the types in question herein.

The alMOst reflex speed of a semantic differential might make it a

natural test 'of his verbal theories. Psycholinguists, among (Dthers _

disagreeing with Skinner (Snider, 1969) are avid d'etractors of the

0Sgood method. Yet the method is 'generative of-suffiCiently large

amounts- of data, so that perhaps refined computerized processing,tech-
,

niques invOlving statistical communication theory could make significant

contributions in the fielda of semantics and psycholinguistics,
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CONTROVERSIAL ATTITUDES

Several.factors.that were aligned and/or reversed in the

most consistent manner may Seem to be controversial in one sense or

another, Several of'snch items concern the first concept UNIVERSE. Items

four:and six concern novelty and stability respectively, dimensions

interpreted aS orthogonallyindependent of evaluation by Osgood (1957);

.Neither direction is by itSelf indisputble ds the "good" or "favor-

able" one. t maywell be that the universe would be incorl.ectly
_ _

A

interpreted as stable, and not mysterioug. Neverthelebs, "stability"

( 6-, 25) and "mystery" (9, 66) have both been aligne4 by considering

that SCIENCE should be stable and not mysterious. /It would have appeared'

inconsiStent to'SwitCh positve direction between the enumerated items.
7.

Interpretation-of fine effects for UNIVERSE -gas-not a purpose f the

teSt; a warm-up page of- some related item has been suggested by, Geis

(19691 59) who found, low correlations on first trials. Nevertheless,

this author's.aforementiened bias against a "mysterious," changine

Scienceiy be the sole_reaSVii" for the unfavorable listings of these

.items with respect to UNIVERSE in Appendices,C and D.

Other controversies may also arise,,as for example, item three

on predictahility. It would' seem that predictability as a major

goal of science, should be listed as favorable. Yet if UNIVERSE is

evaluated, perhaps one who sees he'present unpredictabilities would

become the less complacertt, and more motivate-d-scientist.

41
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Iter seventy-silowed at 'least some agreement that "Anything

we need to know zan be found oUt through zcience." (E1ppendixes

and D.) Scientists'in general have,not wanted nor sought such a

declaration of faith. Yet in thcs age of misplaced faith in various

and sundry Cults and psuedo-,sciences,.perhaps it shouldn't-beti nigrated

that a"modicum of .trust:exists for the institutions of science.

Nevertheless,,the author,has followed the lead of the item develo ers

..(Moore and Sutman, 1970) in numbering this attitude unfavorable.

A somewhat related situation .appears in the results for item

eighty-five ( Appendices C and D. )1 "An important purpose of

science-is to help mah t,o live longer..." Again, the long look down

from the ivory tower of science apparently has demanded purity in

:its priesthood; priests must pray not heal, apparently. But the

growing numbers, of health-related.-majors may not see it that way. So,

again We'fallOW the "leader," here the."literature" of Moore ahd

Sutman (1970) and label this attitude Undesirable.

The same item, eighty-,five, could be readto emphasize

several different words, and perhaps' be interpreted differently_ each

Is the purpose iMportant or not? Is it a purpose 6r dot?

Is iE a purpose of science, scientists, non-scientistS, applied:

scientists; or who,.. if,any specific group? And so on, and so forth.
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Even with the simpler structure of the semanticdifferential,

Geis' (1969: 66) found similar problems; but here they lent to a more

clearcut interpretation, Pethaps Ole clear and Simple structute of

the semantic differential is what allows it to remain reliable across

cultural-and linguistic boundaries. It must be easier to translate

three Or four basic, words and coMparP them in a repeated format

(eg. 1.,to 5), than to insert connecting phrases with linguistic

connotations that differ in emphasis, if not -even in disparate.idio-

matic denotations.

That\SCIENCE, ME TN SCIENCE, DOING LAB EXPERIMENTS are ranked

below neutral on the "easy" dimension could be indicative Of several

factors at work. These might involve the body of scientific knowledge,

wbich has been almost doubling everY decade; hist'ory and literature

increase at much slower paceS. The courses might,involve the presenta-
,

tion of more science than the undprprepared student IS capable of assi-

milating considering course limitations, ,etc. For example, student

absences-in a logically progressing course knock out fundamental

blocks of knowledge on which succeeding lectures are built; other:

courses than science .probably have less difficulty accomodating for

this problem. 4 student having difficulties for one reason or another

is thereby prone to assess SCIENCE, ME SCIENCE', and DOING LAE

EXPERIMENTS below neutral values on the "hard-easy" scale:factors.
,

This could be the case, due to occurences of sUch circums'tánces, above,

as are not under control of science educators.
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Paths s.a students' selfL-c-oncept is less threateneishould

35

he rank these concepts successivIely higher on scales on dimensions
.

.

i

of !Isafe," "fun," "interesting," and "useful." The rst two factors here .

/
I /would seem to be more closely rllated to students',,self-conceptS.

The latter higher-evaluated terlus, such as "useful," 'seem less relatedI,.

A student could see and- admit/the utility of/science., etc., while

coMtitting himself much .10s than if Ile had 'to admit it would be

/
unsafe to have him in sci.ence, for. example.

IMPORTANT QUESTION

The results of this Study, might point to several questions that

could be, or pephaps are, asked of students entering any physics courses.

The questions that most separate the various student groups are, in Order:-

Uould it be useful for jou t6 be in science? Is being in Science fUn to

you? Is being in science interesting to you? Do you feel it is safe to .

be doing laboratory eXperiments? .1s science itself interesting to you?

Do you feel that science is mathematical? Do you feel the universe is,

knowable? The conclusions of this study indicate that geneial education

students are apparently less confident of "agreeing with these questions,

than are the pre-technical and pre-professional majors.

Conversely, science educator§ may want to ask themselves: Can.

I give My students better feelings that science and-the universe are less

mysterious, less dangerous, less-changing, and less difficult; and that

they are more knowable, more understandable, and more comforting?
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APPENDIX A

STUDENT ATTITUDES IN PHYSICS COURSES

CONCEPT: DOING LAB EXPERIMENTS

FACTORi
Scale:Ilto 7
(Neutral'attitude = 4)

FUN

rik:= .44

USEFUL* C.VALUABIY.**
:F* 5. 1; p* = .81

INTERESTING
F* = 1.21 p* = .27

SAFE
F* = 6.07 = .01

, EASY
H.F* ..%. 1; p* = .78

.Seu

38

COURSE GROUP
General Ed.* PSNS*
(no lab) (with lab)

n = 356 n =,301

HIT**
(taachert)
n = 720 b

-Ti.Mbag
b = before
a -= after

n =-684'a'

_

4.31 4.24 a

6.266
5.89 5.87 -5.888

5.927'
3.60 5.66

3.95 3.80 4.352 a

3.011
4.38 4.41 3.203

.049 .049 .,036

.2We1ch-,-1972, Multicollege formative evaluation of PhySical Science
for/Non-Stientints Text and Course..

** Geis, 1969, " Harvard ProjeCt Phys.ics Teachers formative evaluations..
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FACTOR

APPENDIX A (cont.)

STUDENT ATTITUDES IN PHYSICS'COURSES

CONCEPTS'

1..t TEACHING SCIENCE* ME AS PHYSICS
STUDENT**

Scale: 1-7
neutral
attitude =

FuN

F* = 2,77;

General Ed.
n = 356

4

PSNS*
n = 301

. n = 713 b'
= 681 a

1011

p* = .09 4.25 4.4') WOW OM am

USEFUL*(VALUABLE)

. 1 ..16 OSP Pm 5.549
.44 5.90 5.98 4.879

INTERESTING

F* = 1.27 5.271
p* = ,26 4.67' 4.80 4.597

F* = 3.74 4.498
p* = .05 3.94 4.10 4.396

EASY

F* = 7.78 2.790.
p* = .005 2.99 3.23 2.307

Seu .067 .068. .048

39

BECOMING A TINXNG
PHYSICIST4c*/ /

,

n = 721 b b=befOre
n = 684 A A=after

a. Ma , a

4.316
4.312

1.890
l.952

.048'

Welch; 1972, Multicollege: formative evaluatiOn of Physical Sciece
'for Non-Scientists Text and Cbtirse.

** Geis, 1969 " Harvard Project Physics

4 8
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APPENDIX B

.4TTITUDE INVENTORY

A coMputer pencil should be used. Please bubble in
your Class sequence and student -nuMber on both cards,
Turn.them over and bubble teat:section a on the 1st, and
-2 on the 2nd card. Pleaseanswer.the.Tollowing on that.
-2nd. card.

Indicate.the total college credit hours youtve completed:
1) zero to 11; :2) 12 to 3) 24-35; :4) 36-47;

48 or more.

92. Your ac:e is: 1) below , 2) 18; 3) -I
5) cvel- 2.

4) 20-2

9 . Your- Fex is Thfemale; male.

94. Your rnce is: 11 Black-7: 2) SpaniSh surnamed;
. 3). am-Lent:al; 4) American Indian; 5) Caucasian or

othe,r_

.95. Your current grade.point average (G.PA)
1) be1ow;.2; 2) 2-2.5; 3) 2.51-3; 4) 3.01-3.5

351-4.

96. You have completed how many years'of high-school math?
I) less than 1; 2) 17-les3 than 2; -3) 2,, less thn 3.;
4) 3, less than 4; _51 14-9.1-_morQ.,

7. '.You have completed how many years of high-school science?
.

.\ Same answers as abOve.#96.

98.N You have completed how many cobrses of -scienc:e related
aubjects in college? Same answera as above #96.

You are currently enrolled in how many.other science
related courses? Same answers as above

99

In the 'following questions, we want to find out how you
describe differeñtl things. There are. no "right" or "wrong"
answers, and nO'part of this test will in any way become pnrt
of your course or college record or affect your grades. .

Please answer to the best of your ability how you feel
about each thing, listea as a heading. For example, under a
heading CHEMISTRY, you might find a pair of wo'rds separated
by n scale looking like this: "EASY 1 2 3 h 5 TTARD", You
are to bubble in how you fee that vor'a pair describes the
heading CHKMISTRY. If you feel that CiiiEkTSTRY is very

49
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closely connectedlwith .SY, bubble in #1. If yell feel
that C=ISTRY is cnly s mewhat connected with EASY bubble in
#2. If you feel that CH ISTRY i. eaually connected with
EASY and HARD, or not cornP-cted with either, bubble in
#3. If you feel that chemitry is somewhat or very closely
connected with HARD, you would bubble #h or #5 smilarly.
We are inberested in your fi t impressions. so 1.ork rarldly
and do not r.:o back and mge .ny meirks, Br) tO c'neck
every scale, bubbling it only o_ce.

UNTVEREE.-

1. 'BEAUTIFUL 1 2 3 L-5 UGLY

2. BRIGHT 1 a, 3 12. 5 DRAB

3,. UNPREDICTABLE 1 2 3 L. 5 PREDICTABLE

L.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

NFW 1

DANGEROUS 1

STABLE 1

DEAD. 1

CHEERFUL 1

MYSTERIOUS 1

FRIENDLY 1

2 3 4 5 OLD

2 3 J 5 SAFE-.

2 3 ;L 5 CHANGING

2 3 L 5,ALIVE

2 3 5 SAD

2 4 5 COMMON

2 3 4 5 MTFRIENDLY

11. HUMN 1.2 3 4 5 MECHANICAL

12. JOyFUL 1 2 3 h 5 GLouni.

13.. KNOWABLE 1 2 .3 4 5 Ui'T,KNOWA:JtE

14. GRAy 1 P 3 4 5 COLORFUL

TF-EATENING 1 2 3 4 5 COMFOR-TING

SC77NCE

16. IMPORTANT. 'H 1 2 3 4

17. BORING- 1 2 3 4

18. OPEN '1 2 3 4 5

19, TNTERESTING 1 2 3 4 5

.20. UNKNO'JABLE 1 2 t 4

1 3 421, VALUABLE

22. GLO 1 -.3 5O.MY P. 4

23. UNDERSANDABLE 1 2 3,4 5,

4.TTRESOME 12 3

25 .CHANGING 1 2 3 4

2.6. HAPPY 1 3 14

27. PRODUCTIVE 1 2 3 4

28. '7.-ICNOTONOUS 1 2 3

2 9 . USEFUL . ,1 2, 3 L.

: 30 . CLEAR A_ 2' 3' 4 5

UNIMPORTANT

FUN

CLOqED

DULL

KNOWABLE
WORTHLESS

JOYFUL

CONFUSING

TEKCITING'

S7ABLE

SAD

UNPRODUCTIE

STIMUT.ATING

USELESS
HAZY 5 0"



DOING LABORATORY g1EEIME7TS

-31. IMPORTANT 1 2 3 i 5 UNIMPORTANT

32. GLOOMY 1 2 3 4 5 JOYFUT

33. SAFE 1 2 3 t 5 DArzmrs

34. 'INTERESTING i 2 '2, 4 5 DULL

35. USELESS 1 2 3 11 5 USEFUL

VALUAELE 1 2 3 4 5 WORTELESS

37; BORING I 2 3 5 FUN

38. TIRESOMiE 1 2 3

39. THREATENING 1 2 3,

40. SIMPLE : 1 2 3

41. ROPY 1 2 3

42. MONOTbNdUS 1 2 3

43, EFFORTLESS 1 2 3

44. RISKY

HARD

4:5111CITING

L. 5 PO$FORTIG

4 5 DIFFICULT,

4 5 SAD

L. 5 STIMULATING

4 5 DplaDTFIG

1 2 3 4 5 SECURE

1 2 3 4 5 EASY

ELE
61. NOT HISTORICAI 1 2 3 4 5

6 2 NOT PHILOSOPHICAL 1 2 3 L 5

63. NOT'MATHEMATICAL 1 2 3 4 5

64. .NOT EXPERIMENTLL '1 2 3,4 5

65. NOT DANGEROUS 1 2 3 4 5

66. NOT MYSTERIOUS I 2 3 4 5

67 NOT USEFUL, 1 2 3 4 5

68. NOT SOCIAL 1 2 3 4 5'

MELIN SOUCE.'

IM:ORTANT 2 3 4 5 UNT'PRTANT.

.47.. aaaNY 1 2.3.4 5 JOYFUL

48. .SA 1 2 3 .4.5 DANG5OU

49. .VAE7LABLE. 12 .3..4 5 1ORTH1 S

5 0 . RUE: 1 2 3. 4 5.ohin.

.51. TIRESOME 1 2 3 4 5 4CI.Tz.

52. THEATENING 1 2. 3 4 5-OOMPORTING

. 53, SEL:LE: 1 2 3 4 5DIFFICULT.

PRaUCTI7 .1 2. 3 4 5,U7ROpUCTIyE

55, ,HAFY 3 11. 5 SO,

56. Ma:TOK0a. -1 2 3..4.5 .sTimuL.ATai..

EEERTLESS 1,2 3 4.5 DEMANDING.

58. RIS:Y. 2 3. 5.-pn

59. .HAL
1 2. IA 5 :EASY

60. INTERESTING 1 2 3 M5..DULL.

ECTREMELY HISTORICAL

EXTREMELY PHILOSOPHICAL

EXTREMELY, MATHEMATICAL

EXTREMELY,EXPERIMENTAL

EKTREMELY DANGEROUS

EXTREMELY MYSTERIOUS,

EIREMELY-USEFUL

EXTRENELt'S.00IAL
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69.

70.

NOT FUN'

NOT AUTHORITWIVE

1

1

2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY-MI--

2 3 4-5'EXTREMELY AUTHORITATIVE

71. NOT DIFFICULT, 1 2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY DIFFICULT

72. NOT MORAL 1 2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY MORAL

73. NOT BENEFICIAL 1 2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY BENEFICIAL

74. NOT IMPORTANT- 1 2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

75. NOT INTERESTING 1 2 3 4 5 EXTREMELY INTE3ESTING

On the following 'questions please answer on.the scale:

STRONGLY STRONGLY
AGREE 1 2 3 4 5 DISAGREE

76. Anything we need to know can be found out through science.

77. Scientific explanations can be made only by scientists.

78. Most noople are not able to understand the work of science.

79. Scientists cannot always findthe answers to their questions,

80. Scientific work would be too hard for mo

81. Someu questions cannot be answered by science.
\

82. Rapid progress in science requires TrIblic support.
\

83. The value in science lies in its theoretical products.

84. Ideas are one of the more important products of science.

85. An important purpose of science is to heln man to 1i7e longer..

86. Scientific laws cannot be changed.

87. Science is devoted to describing how things happen.

38. Sciertists should not criticize each otherls work.

89. I wou.ld like to work in a scientific fielti.

90. Scientific laws have been proven beyo-,ri P17 possible doubt.
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APPENDIX C

ANSWER DISTRIBUTIONS AtfEk AVERAGES OF EACH ITEM

s4.

44



CONCEPT: UNIVERS-E

. Beautiful 4.33 2. Bright 4.07

5. -a

4.

3.-- 0-='20-30-40-50-60- 3.-1.0- 30-40-50-60-

4 . New

Drab

45

3 Unpredictable (2.535)

1 .

2.

3.--10-20-- .L-40-50-602
4

5:

Predictable

5. Dang-gtous (2.965) 6. Stable

. - 1 . -9
\.,

3.--10-' 30-40-50-60- 3.-10-20-30 0-60- 3.--16" -30-40-50-607

SafeOld 3.71

7. Dead

Changing - (2.02)

T. Cheerful 3.51 9. 1Mysteriou (1.99)

1. t. 5.

2. ' 4.

3.--10-=D0-30-40-50-60- 3.--10-20-3
4. 2.

Alive 4-.045

10. Friendly

Sad

11. Human

5.
..-5-

3.-10-20-30- -60- 3--10-20-3
2-..

1.

3.10

Unfriendly

13. Knowable 3.17 14.

. -c , 1 ; -ec

4. 2 .

3.--10-20-3 40-50-60-
, 4.

'. 5.

Unknowable.

Mechanical-

Gray

1.

2.

-10 -30 -40 -50 -60 -

4.

Common

oyful

' 4

3.-10-20-30- -0-607

GlooMy

15. Thl'eateniiig

2:

-30-40-50-60- -60-

Colorful Comforting 005



SCIENCE

16.

5.

3.-

2.q

-19.

Important 4.51

-----::,

D-20-30- -50-60-
-

Unimportant

Interesting 4.105

17. Boring

1. -,

2. ::--3,

, 3.--10-20=--aq,740-50-60-

4.

Fun 3.52

20. Unknowable

22.

-----.-

0 -30-40-50-60-

Dull

Gloomy

3.--10-20- 40-50-60-

Knowable 3.47

23. Undetstandable 3.28

r°A.

3. 3.--10-20- -40-50-60-
4. 2.

1.

3oyful 3.43 .:Confusing

25. Changing (1.965) 26. Happy 3.48

I. 5. 7&,.,,

18. Open 4.06

5.

4.

1.--10-16f30-40-50-60-
2.--=)----

Closed

21. Valuable 4.43

3:- -20-30-40-50-60-

Worthless

24. Tiresome

1. :\

2.

3.--10231)=1:8-40-50-60-

5.

Exciting 3.535

27. Productive 4.315

5. -----7'
3.--102%215::30-40-50760- 3.--10-20=30-' 607 3.--ip="2-6130-40-50-60-
A. ,/

11-
2.

.--

, X
5.,cl

9

Stable Sad Unproductive

28. Monotonous 29. Useful 4.415

1 .

30. Clear 3.385
.

, 5

.

.

4 7i.'-''--"--------":42,
\

3.=-10-40-50-60- 3.-: -20-30-40=50-60- 1.--10-20-16-50-60-
4.- .-\,.

2.
---

2. }-4--

5. 1,..- 1..-K

Stimulating 3.465 Useless Uazy

5 6

46



-4T

CONCEPT: DOING LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

31. Important 4.300 39. Gloomy 33. Safe 3-36

4.

3.-- 10-30-40-50601-- lO305O6O -_ 3.--10-22:3950760-

DangerousUnimportant Joyful 3.215

34. Interesting 3.945 35. Useless Valuable 4.185

5. T 1. 5.
------.4. 2. 4.

3.--10 -30-40-50-60- 3.--10 0-30-40-50-60- 3.-- -30-40-50-60-
2. 4.

. 5. -,9::--z

Dull- Useful 3.915

37. Boring 38. Tiresome

- 1.

42.

3.--10-20- 0-50-60-
4. 4.

s.

Fun 3.535 -Exciting 3.385

40. Simple 3.005 41. Happy 3.305

4.

3.-L-10-20-3 0-60- 3.---1.02:131)25 - 3.-;-10-20- 40-5.0-60-

. Worthless

39. Threatening

1

2. -

3.--10-20-30-
4.

Comforting 3.175

49. Monotonous.,

43. Effortless 44. .Risky

Difficult Sad
.

45.

5. 1.

.
4 2. 2.°'-,---

StimUla'ting 3.485

Hard (2.835).

3.--10-20-J 40-50-60- 3.--10-20-30- 0-\ 3.--10-20-30- 50-60--
9. 4. 4.

1. 5..

Demanding (2.305) Secure 3.011

5 7

\ Easy



CONCEPT: ME IN SCIENCE'

66. Important 3.70

5.

4.

3.--10-2 30-40-50-60-
2.

1.

Unimportant

48

47. GloLmy

2. ::z.-

3.--10-20- 0-50-60-

48. Safe

5. ____

4.

3.--10-20-

3.53

- ______ -

__
-40-50-60-

4. 2.

5. 1.

-Joyful 3.405 Dangerous

49. Interesting 3.915 50. Valuable- 3.915 51. Fun 3.78

3.--10- -30-40-50-60- 3.--10- -36-40-50-60- 3.--10-2 0-40-50-60-

Worthless BoringDull

52. Tiresome 53. Threatening 54. Simple I.

1. ..e.! 1.-xt 5. P'c._,_..

2. ---,., : 2. >-,,,- 4. --E;,-

3.--10-2040-50-60- 3.--10f>50-60- 3.--10-204-51"00-50-60-

Comforting. 3.315Exciting 3.405

55. ProdUctive 3.78 56. Happy 3.53

5. 5.

4. 4
3.. 0-40-50-60- 3.-10-20-3

2.

UnprodUctive

58, Effortlesz,,

5.

Sad

59. Risky

2. 2.

2.

3.-740-207-3,
4.

Demandin,g (2.445) SecUre 3.30

Difficult (2.955)

57. Monotonous

-50-60-. 3.-10-2 -0-50760.7
4:

5.

Stimulating .3.495

. 60: Hard (2.865)

5 8



CONCEPT: SCIENCE

61. Not Historical

1.

2.

4.

5,

30-40-50-60-

Extr. Historical
3.78

64. Not E-r_parimental

1 .

69. Not Philosophical 63. Not Mathematical

1.

2.

4.

5.'

Extr. Philosophical'
3.345

65. Not DangeroUs

5.

3.-- -20-30-40-50-60- 3.-10-20-30-40-

5. 1.

Extr: Experimental
4.295

67. Not Usefv1

1.1.,

:11'..

1.

2.- 2.
1.---.

2.. ..-...___

'3.- -20730-40-50-60- 3.7-10720-3 -50-60- 3.-10-20-3 50-60-
4.

---'5,-----
4. -4:

5. 7-----9- 5.

Extr. Fun
3.375

Extr..Dangeous
(2.90)

68. No Social

1.-

3.-- 20-30-40-50-60-
4.

5.

49

Extr. Mathematical
4:305

66. Not Mysterious

5.

4.

3.--10-2
2.

1 .

0 -40 -50 -60 -

-Extr. *steribus
(2.275)

69. Not Fun

'Extr. Useful
4.275

70. Not. Authoritative 71. Not Difficult

1.

Extr Social
3.28

72. Not Moral

5. 1.-A
2.- 4. 2.

3.--10-20-41)-50-60- 3.--10-20-3 -50-60- 3.--10-20-30-4

..-------
1. -EF.----

Extr'. Authoritative
3.54

'Extr. Difficult
(2.565)

73. Not Beneficial 74. -NotImportant

60-

Extr. Moral'
3.23

75. Not Interesting

1. 1. 1.1.--

2. 9. 2.

3.--101714-30-40-50-60- 3.- '0-7,29-30-40-50-60- 3.--10- -30-40-50-60-

Extr. Beneficial
4.23

Fxtr. Important
4.365

Extr. Interestiing
3.98



76. Anything we need, to
know can be found
through'science.
(2.80)..

1.

9.

3.--10-297*40-50-60%
4.

5.

79. Scientists cannot
alWays.: find answers:.

-to their questions.
3.875

5.,

4.

-30-40-50-60%
2,

-

82. Rapid progress in
'science requires
public support.,
3.93

-30-40750-60%

77. Scientific exp1a-
nations can be made
only by scientists.
3.40

.1.

2.

3.7-10-2 0-40-50-60%
4.

5.

85. An important pur-
pose of science is to
help man live longer.

80. *Scientific work
would be too hard
for me.
3.31

1.

2. 1:
3.--10-2 0-40-50-60%
4.

5. -1 1.

50

A

78. Most people cannot
understand the work
of science.
(3.000)

1.

2.

3.7710-40-50-60%

5.

81. Some questions cannot
be answered,by science.
3.93

5.

4.

3.-102 -30-40-50-60%
2:

The'valu,e in sci- 84.

encc lies in its
theoretical products.
3.225

4.

3..7-10-72Q-30- 50760%

86. Scientific laws
cannot 6e change:d.
3.615

.(2.675)

3.--10
4.

5.

0-30-40-50-60%

1.

2.

3.-10-20_7
4.

5.

9-40-50-60%

88. Scientists should '
not criticite each-
other's work,
3.52.

89. I would like to
work in a s,cienti-
fic ficld.
3.275

1. 5.

2. 4.

-30740-50-60Z 30-40-50-60%
4_ 2.

5. 1.

6 0

5.

4.

3.--10-2e=301-40-50-60%
2.

Ideas- are one of the
more important p'ro-
ducts.of Science.
3.92

87. Science is devoted
to describing how
things happen.
3.415

5.

4.

3.--10-20- 9-50-60%
2.

90. Scientific laws
have been proven be-
yond possible doubt. .

1,5G

1.

2.

3.--10-' 30-40-50-60%

5



APPENDIX D

GROUP AVERAaS ON. FACTORS EVALUATING SCNCE COMEPTS

CONCEPT: UNIVERSE

Ii-em Factor and Mean-(u).
' No. Low = 1 to High = 5 General Ed.

(Neutral = 3) n = 121

1. Ugly - Beautiful
u = 4.33

3.331
3.322

3.1492. Drab - Bright
u = 4.07 3.083

3. Unpredictable-Predi table 2.529*
u = 2.535* 2.496*

4. New - Old
u = 3.71

3.628
3,562
._

Safe - Dangerous 2.893*
u = 2.965*. 3.033

Changing - Stable 2.025*
u = 2.02* 2.207*

7. Dead - Alive
u = 4.045

8: Sad - Cheerful
u- = 3.51

9. Mysterious - Common
u = 1:99*

3.958
4.058

3.463
3.558

1.793*
2.017*

10.-Unfriendly - Friendly 3.273
u = 3.34" 3.322

11. MeChanical - Human 3,190
u = 3.10 2.975*.

12, Gloomy Joyful 3,455
u = 3.505 3.521

13. Unknowable - Knowable 2.983
u =-3:17, 3:124

14. Gray - COlorful 3.992
u = 3.915 3.783

15. Threatening - Comforting 2.992*
u = 3.005 2.958*

51 ,

Course Group Timing
Pre-Tech. Pre-Prof. b = before
n = 20 n F 111 a = after

3.250 3.395
3.250

3.100
3.150

3.281

3.886
3.114

a

b
a

3.a130 2.412* b
3.250 2.465* a

3.700 3.825 b
4.000 3.807 a

2.950* 3.026 b
3.000 2.886 a

1.947* 1.877* b
1.800* 1.974* a

4,300 4.140
3.850 4.070 a

,3.850 3.509 b
3.500 3.482 a

2.050* 2.000* b
2,050* 2.149* a

3,550 3.439
3.250 3.272 a

3.150 3.158 b
2:842* 3.149 a.

3.650 3.509. -b-
3.450 . 3,518 a

____,/
3.950 3.1237- b ,

3.600 3:193 w7--

4.400 -3,868 b
3.700 3.930. a

3.100 2.956* b
3,750 3.03 a

Starred values' are .below neutral and thus are deemed unfavorable.
,

61



Item -Factor and. Mean (a)
No- Low = 1 to High.= 5

(Neutral = 3)

16. Unimportant -Important
u =.4.51

17. Boring:- Fun
u = 3.52

APPENDIX D (cont.) 52

CONCEPT: SCIENCE

General 'Ed.
a = 1.21

4.545
4.314

3.322
3.256

^LE. Closed Open 4.066.

Dull - Interesting
u = 4.105

23. Unknowable
= 3.47

21 Worthless -
,u = 4.43

u = 3.43

- Knowable

Valuable.

25. Confusing-Understandable
u = 3.28

.24TIresoa- Exciting
u = 3.535

25. Changing - Stable
u = 1.965*

26. Sad - Happy.
u = 3,48

3.843
3.818

3.264
3.322

4.421
4.273

3.208

2.959*
3.066

3.275 '

3.339

2.033*
.2.058*

3.331
3,358

27.Tnproductive - productive 4.215

u .= 4.315 .

4058

28.-MonotonOu3 -Stimulating
=

29. :Useless Useful
u.= 4,415

30. Hazy - C1ear ,

= 3.385

3.446
3.339

4.339
,4.190

3.225

Course GrOup Timing,

Pre-Tech. Pre-Prof. b befor
r. = 20 n = 111 a r7 after

4.550
4.400

3.600
3.650

4.667
4.482 a

3.746
-3.711 a

4.350 4.298

.4.450
4.150

3.650
3.750.

4.650
4.650

3.450
3.250

3.500
3.450

3.700
3.550

1.800*
2.000*

.3.600
3,450

4.650
4.500

3.650
3.500

4.500
4.400

3.450
3.650

4.447
4.219 a

3,667
3..553 a

4.623
4.360 a

b

3.658 -a

3.649 b-

.3.430 a

3.842
3.649 a

1.868*
1,904* a

3.596'
3.623 a

4,605
4.307

3.711
3.526 .a

-4.693
4.395' a

3.506
3.439 a,

Starred.values are below neutral and thus are deemed:unfavorable,



.1(

Item
No.

al.

53.

34.

35,

36.

37.

38.

39.

41.

42.

3.

44.

APPENDIX D ( cent. )
CONCEPT: DOING LABOWk.TORY EXPERIMENTS

Factor and Mean (u)
Low.= 1 to High. = 5

(Neutral = 3)

Unimportant - Important
u.= 4300

Gloomy - Joyful
'-u = 3,215

Dangerous - Safe
u = 3.36

General Ed.
n = 121,

4325.
4.380

3.140
3.116

3.250
3.099

Course Group
Pre-Tech. :pre-Prof.
n = 20 n = 111_

4.350
4.250

3.300
3.350

,3.30C
3.600'

Dull - Interesting
u = 3.945

Useless - Useful
u = 3,915

Worthless - Valuable
u = 4.183

Boring - Fun
u = 5.535

Tiresome - Exciting
u

3.886
3.967

3.917
3.926

4.248
4.264

3.430.-.

3.397
3.479

Threatening - Comforting: 3.008'
= 5:175 3.250

Difficult - Simple -2.884*
u = 5.005 2.669*.

Sad - pppy 3.358
u =5,305 3.275

Monotonous .-Stimulating 3.430
u 3.485 3.529

Demanding - Effortless 2.438*
u = 2,505* 2.358*

Risky. - Secure
u = 3.011

45 Hard
'ii = 2.835*

9.860*
2.843*,

2.769*
2.686*

4.050
4.100

4.200
4.000

4.400
4.400

'3.700
3.650

3.500
3.350'

3.200
3.250

3.100
;300

3.400
3.300

3.400
3.400

2.200*
2.400*

3.050
3.500

3.000
3.300

4.465
4.026

3.95
3.204

3.602
3.558

4.132
3.746'

3.912-
3.842-

4.158

3.412
3,219

3.263
3.202

2.947*
2.974*

3.289
3.254

3.491
3.368

2.202*
2.447*

3.395
3.386

2.825*
2.851*

53

Timing
b = before
a = atter

a

a

a_

b
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

-a

* Stavred values are beloIsT neutral and thus are doemed unfavorable.

63
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APPENDIX D (

CONCEPT: NE IN SCIENCE

Ttem Factor and Mean (u)
No. Low = 1 tO Higb = 5 General.Ed.

(Neutral = 3) tl ...,-. 121

cont. )
54

. .

Course Group iTmLng ,

-Pre-Tech. Pre-Prof. b = before
n = 20 n = 111, .a = aftei'.

46. Unimportant -,Important 3.355 5..850. 4.167 b
u = 3.70G 3.182 3.750 3.734 a

47. Gloomy - Joyful 3.107 3.750 3.754
u = 3.405

rfor

3.116 3.500 3.661 a

b-
= 3.530 3.421 3.700 3.640 a

I. Dull - Interesting 3.769 4.150 4.289
U. = 3.915 ,3.500 3.700 4,114,; a

50. Worthless - Valuable 3.669 4.263 4.325 b
u = 3.915 3.567 4.100 44070 a

51. Boring - Fun 3.620 3.650 4.096 b
u = 3.780 3.621 3.650 3.886 a

52. Tiresome - Exciting 3.215 3.400 3.728 b
u = 3'.405 3.017 3.500 3.693 a

53. Thrplatening - Comforting
-

u-= 3.315
3.207
3.175

3.350
3.500

3.439
3 .407

b
a

54. DifficLat - Simple 2.950* 3.000 2.982* b
u = 2.955* 2.835* 3.105 3.000 a

55. Unproductive - Productive 3.636 -4.200 4.158
u = 3.780 -3.438 3.842 3.860 a'

56. Sad - jiappy 3..413 3.700 3.798
= 3.530' .3.231 3.500 3.675 a

57. Monotonous Stimulating 3.388 .3:550 3.719 b
u = 3.495 3.207 3.450 3.702 a

58. Demanding - Effortless 2.583* 2.550* 2.283*
u = 2.445k 2.620* 2.350* 2.272* a

59.Alisky !- Secure 3.217 3.350 3.491
u =,3,300 3.107 3.600 3.395

60. Hard - Easy 2.851* 3.100 2.825*
= 2,,865* 2.777* 2.950* 2.877* a

* Starred values are below neutral and thus are deemed unfavorable.

4



APPENDIX D ( cont. ) 55

CONCEPT: SCIENCS

. 3tem Factor and,ean"(u) CoL7.7se Group Timing
No Low = 1 to High = 5 General_Ed. Pre-Tech.' PreProf b = before

(Neutral.=,3) .n = 121 n = 20 n = 111' a = after

61.

62.

63.

64.

-.66..

63.

69.

70.

-73.

74.

7 .

Not - to - Extremely:
HIstor-ioal 3.925
u = 3.78 3.681

Philosophical 3.400
u = 3.345 3.231.

Mathematical 4.100
4.-213,

Experimental 4.258
u = 4.295

. 4'.132

Dangerous*
u_= 3..100*

3.125*'
3.066*

Mysterious 3.592*
u = 3.725* 3.692*

UseTul
u = 4.275

4.252
4.091

Social 3.158
u = 3.230 3.13

Fun
= 3.375

3.317
3.223

Authoritative 3.471
u = 5%540 3.504

Difficult * 3.288*
u = 3.435* 3 .471*

Moral 3.225
= 3.230 3.150

Beneficial 4.158
u = 4.23 4.125

Important
u = 4.365

4.358
4.150

Interestinq
u = 3.98

3.822
3.769

3..584 3.728 b
3.300 3.369 a

3.053 3.263
3.300 3.500 a

4.430
a

4.474- 4.404 b
4.350

.

4.368 a
1

3.263* 3.132* 4
,a2.8001 3.140*

3.789*
*

3:903* b
3.600 3.743* a

4.789 4.404 b
4.450 4.316 a

i

.4;;.33,400
3.684 b

a

31211 31447 b
3.250 3.553 a

3.789 3. b
3.700

500
3.684 a

3.632* 3.474* b
3,350* 3.535* a

3.474 3.333 b
3.200 3.274 a

4.158 4430 b
4.000 4.351 a

4.474 4.531 b
4.500 4.395, a

4.000 4.219 b
4.150 4.254 a

'On theseialone, higher'Values are less 'favorable. For lack of
exact antonymts'; these'have not been reversea



APPIDIX D (cont.)

GROUP PROFILES ON SELECTED ITE?.4.S :MOM 7,-IE SCIENCE ATTITUDE TNVENTORY

56

ITEM5 DEI'NED FAVORABLE .(POSITIVE)

(Neans are re-aligned for high = ao-ra..ment)

Course Group Timing
Overall Total General Ed. Pre-Tech. Pre-Prof. b = before

n = 251 a = 121 a = 20 n=1l1 a = after

79. Scientists cannot a1ways find the answers to their questions.

U. t-- 3.875
A.025-
5.833

81. Some questions cannot be answered by
k

3.983.
u = 3.93 3.917

science.

3.895
3.900

37.959
3.746

3,851
'4.009

32. Rapid progreas in.science requires,public_support

3.788 3.395
.0 = 3.93. 3.942 3.850.

83. The value ia science

u 5.225

Ideas are One of Lcv.

u = 3.92

87. Science is devoted

1 es in its theoretical

3.316 3.158
3.1r2 2.900*

more important products

3.864
3,748

4.')65
3.850

(5..escribing how things

3,342
u = 3,.415 3,420

89. I would like to work

= 3.275

* Starred values are

3.532
3,800

ia a scientific field.

2,829* 3.579
2,546* - 34150,

below neutral and thus

66

are.

4.079
3.965

products,

3.342
.3.152

of science.

4.140
3.886

haopen,

3.555

3.982
3.770

earned unfavorable.

a

a

a

a

a



APPENDIX D ( cQnt. )
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GROUP FROFILES CN SELECTED ITEMS FROM TEE SCIENCE ATTITUDE INVENTORY

ITEMS. DEE2,F.D UNFAVORABLE ( NEGATIVE )

( Means are
ra-alignedfor high = disagraezent )

Course Group
,Titaing

Overall Total General Ed. Pr,e-Tech.
b = before

2.52 n. = 121 ti = 20
a = after

Pre-Prof.
n = 111

7 . Aaything we.need to know can be found out through science.

u = 2.80*

77. Scientific explanations

2.788*
2.058*

can be zAde

2.737*
2.750*

2.702*
2.868*

only by scientists.

3.381 3.842

--,- 3.40
3.358 3.250

78._ Most people cannot understand the "work of science.

3.272
3.535

u = 3.00
(2.949)
(2.950)

(2.789)
3.050

80. Scientific work would be too-hard for me.

u = 3.31

3,127
'),883*

3.263
5.200

3.123'
(2.965)

3.649
3.658

85. An important purpose of science isto help man to live longer.

u 2t675*

2.763*
2.748*

86. Scientific laws cannot be changed.

u = 3.615

5.754
5 .462

2.158*
2.500*

3..579
3.500

88. Scientists should not criticize each other

u = 3.52
5.466
3.607

3.526
3.579

2.561*
' 2.702*

3.614
3.681

s work:

3.451
3.632

.90. Scientific laws have been proven beyond possible doubt.

= 3.508

3.365
3.542

3.211
3.600

3.527
3.646

a

c,
a

Starred'/Values are be1o.0 neutral ,and thus are.deemed unfavorable.
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APPENDIX E

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAM

FOR COMBINING RELATED FACTORS
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LIST \

STOCKR 10:47 AM 19-Nar-76
100 !wRITTEN BY DAN= BRUSCO:MARCH 2, 1975
200 ON ERROR GOTO 6900
300 DIM A%(80) , B%(160) , A$(160) , B$(80) D%(8) E%.:160)
.400 G-70=0

500 OPEN "CR;" FOR INPUT AS FILE I%
600 INPUT "CARD 'A' OR CARD qr";D$
700 IF D$='At THEN GOTO 800
800 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
900 PRINT" IDEN. S- G P-P Fl U2 12 S2 E3 M3 TI T3 T4

T5 U6" 16 S6 E7 L7 T7 SF KW HS PH NH EX SC DF BN IM IN"
1000PRINT" __ ----

..1100 !********BEGIN cARn "A".SUBROUTINE'*********
1200 READ AMI%) FOR I%=1% TO 0%
1300-W%=20% ,

1400 GOSUB 3600iGO,TO EXTRACTION SUBROUTINE
1500. F5=(-5)4.5*((670-D%-(6%))+D%(8%)+P%(770))
.1600 U6=(-5)+5*.((6%-D%(9%))+(.670-D%(i0%))+D%(.11%)
1700 16=(-5)+5*((6%-D%(12%))+D%(13%)+D%(14%))
1860 S6=(-5)+5*((6%-1J%(15%))--D%(16%)+D%(17%))
1900 E7=(-5)-1-5*((6%%(18%)).-1-(6%.-D%(191%))+D%(20%))
.2020 .L7=37%-(1)%(9%)+D%(15%)+P%(12%)+D%(10%)+D%(6%)+D%(13%)+D%(19%))+.

.D%(8%)+M(11%)tD%(7%)D70(14%)+D%(16%)+D%(13%)+D%(17%)+D%(20%)
2100 !********BEGIN CARD "B" SUBROUTINE *********
2200 READ BUI70) FOR I%=I% TO. 30%
2300- W%=30%
2400 GOSUB 4200:GO TO EXTRACTION SUBROUTINE
2600 E3=(-5)5*((6%-:E%(24%),)4.(6%-E%(23%))+E%(25%))..
2700
2800 U2=5*((6%-D70(2%))+(670-D%(5%))+(6%-E%(13%)))-5%.:
2850T3=( 436)+2*(42..-(E%(9%)+E%(10%)+E%(11%)+E%(12%)tE70(1,3%.)%(29%)+

..'11:(;f,(15%)))

2860T4=(484)+2"*(E70(1%)-(2%)+E%(3%)-(47g)FET0(510)-FE%(6%)+E%(7%)+
.. ,E%(8%)).-.

-2900 .I2=(-5)-1-5*((6%..-D%(3%))+E%(19%)+E%(20%))
3000 S2T(-3)t5*((6%-D%(4%))+E%(21%)+E%(22%))

E%(16%))
(2370)4E%(18%)4E%(17%)+E%(24%)+M(2%)+D%(4%)+0%(3%)-f-D%(5%)+

.

.3170:T5=(M3+L7+T34-T4-20)*2
3150 T1=434114- .

3200 T7=(T14721f(L74-143))
3300 S=E/0(2870)
3400 GOSUB 6200:GOTO PRINT-OUT.SUBROUTI..
3500 GOTO 1100.
,3600 !********BEMN EXTRACTION SuBROUTINE*******
3700 --INPUT LINE #1%, A$
3800 INPUT LINE #1%, B$
3900. R%=IEN(A$)

6 9



60

4000 A$=LEFT(A$,R%-2%)
4100 A$'=-A$4-B$ 40
4200 I$=LEFT(A$,7%)
4250 G$=MID(A$,124%,4%)
4300 131$=MID(A$111%,1%):P2$'=MID(A$,91%,1%)
4310 S9$=M1D(A$,35%,1%)
4320 K9$=MID(AS,43%,1%).:CHANGE K9$ TO K.9%:K970=6-(K9U1%)-48%)
4330 H9T0MID(A$421%,1%):P9$=MID(A$422%,1%),:M9$=KD(A$,123%,1%)
4340-E9$t=MID(A$424%,1%):R9$=MID(A$428%,1%):D9$=MID(A$431%,1%)
43504i9$=NID(A$,133%,1%):I9$:=MID(A$,1214%,1%).:N9$=MID(A$,135%,1%)
4400 FOR 15=1% TO W%
4500 IFW%=20% THEN 4800
4600.C%=B%(I%)
4700-GOTO 4900
'4800, C70=AMI%
4900 F.$141D(A3,C%,1%)!EXTRACT_VARIABLE
5000 CHANGE F$ TO F%
5100 F10=F7.(1).7.48 !,30NvERT TO ACTUAL NUMBER H .

5200 -V%<0 OR F%>9 THEN GOTO 5300 ELSE GOTO 5500
'5300 print"atu.' #";I$;' left a .blank in column
5500 IF W%=2070 THEN 50O
p5600 E%(I%)=F%
5700 GOTO 5900

,00 D70(I10)=FT..

900 NEXT I%
6000' G%=G%-f-1%
6100 RETURN
6200 1********BEGIN PRINT-OUT SUBROUTINE********
6300 PRINTMS;TAB(1);G$;TAB(16);Pl$;132$,;TAB(L);TAB(1);Fl;TAB(1);

U2;TAB(1);12;TAB(1);S2;TAB(1);E3;TAB(1);M3;TAB(5);T1;
TAB(1);T3;TAB(1);T3ITAB(1)5;.TAB(1?;F5;TABO.);

6310 PRINTTAB(1);U6.;TAB(1);I6;TAB(1); 36;TAB1(1);E7;TAB(.1)1
L7;TAB(1);T7;

6320 PRINTTAB(.1);S9$;TAB(1);Ic9%;TA8(1);H9AB(1);P9$1TAB(1);
:M9$;TAB(1);

"

6330 PRINTE,?$;TAB(1);R9$;TAB(1);D9$;TAB(1);B9$;TAB(1);N9$
6400 REsTogE
6500 RETURN
6600 DATA 77,76,7,78, 80,71,67,62,61, 66 -5,64,72, 68,63,69

74,70,73,75
6700. DATA.136,137,1381 140,145,146,148 4 0,139,141 442,143 ,144,.131

6800. DATA 149,111,116, 115,112,117,113 419414,118 120,112 ;113,153
6850 DATA 147,136,137
6900, OLOSE,1%
7000 END

Ready

RUNNH
CARD 'A' OR CARD 'B1?
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APPENDIX F

CORREIATIONS AMONG DEPENDENT VARIAB1ES

VARIAB1E: 1,1Y 111.N MY USE MY INT MY SAFE NY EASE MY TOT TOT SAI SA1 POS SAI NEC

MY FUN

MY USE .

MY INT .735

NY SA1;E ,429

MY EASE .280

MY TUT .848

'.TOT SAI .170

SA1 POS .224

SA1 NEG .036

TOTAL .635

LB FUN .451

LB USE .328

LB INT .442

LB SAFE .215

LB EASE .141

TOT LB .478

TOT LO .709

SAFE .126

KNalABIE .143

HISTORIC ,097

PHILOSOP .113

MATHEw .018

EXPERDE .102

SOCIAt .252

DIFFICUL -.213

ENEFICI .140

IMPORTAN .160

INIEREST .458

.639
.328.

.107

.768

.142

.207

.013
.559
.304
412

.408
.128
.059
.406
.628
.054
.192
.049
.138
.051
.192
.203

.-.162
.310
.246'
.415

.468
,.213
.855

*'
.272
.665

*

..207 ..101 -.010

.217 .111 .008

..089 .039 -.019

.663 .507 ,288

,379 .333 .165 :

.358 ..217 -.026

.522 .317 ..095

,;252 .488 .201

.065, .231 .497

.481. .461 .264

.729 .:.)79 .351

.078 ..165 .151

.086 ';053 ,,056

081 .015. - 038

.153 .037 .020

.141 .086 -.184

.221 .161 -.149

.248 .109 .014

-.226 -.223 r...465

.299 .216 -.104

.299 .163

-.557 .256 .135

*

*

.172
.217
.045
.733
.449
.366
.499
.340

.257

.573
,827
..151
.150
.059
'.132
.036
.153
,233

-345
,247
.216
.510

.617
,774 -.021
.705 .507 .408

.061 .109 010

.201 .227 .073

.106 .139 ,023

.054 .065 .016

-.028 .049 .004

.125 .155 .034

,483 ,584 ,304

-,034 -,066 .010

.012 .076 -.046

.130 .072 .107

,091 .082 .049

,267 .186 ,189

,255 .231 .1.39

.056 .078 .008

-.066 .048 -.045

,182 .182 .085

.232 .219 .119

,226 .170 .150



APPENDIX F (coat,)

CORREIATIONS AMO:\IG DEPENDENT VARIABLES

VARIABLE: TOTAL

TOTAL k

LB FUN

*

LB USE

*

LB INT

*

LB SAFE LB EASE TOT LB

* * *

TOT LO

*

SAFE

*

LB PUN .531 * * * * * * * *

LB USE .517 .453 * * * * * * * *

LB INT ,585 .741 .598 * * * * * *

LB SAFE

LB EASE

.395

.223

.392

.160

.130

-.134

.349

.071

4

.342

*

*

*
,

*

*

*

*

*

TCT LB .876 .826 .645 .848 .622 .399 * * *

TOT LO .961 .624 .556 ,672 .458 .278 .775 * *

SAFE , .071 .112; -,039 .061 .152 .188 ,,134 .092 *

KNOWABL .123 .090 ;127 .113 '.080 .114 .158 .144 .063

HISTORI .123 / .038 ,143 ,126 -,049 -099 .059 .102 .022

PEILOSO .147 .063 .107 .115 -.012 .079 .111 '.144 ,039

MATHEMA .212 .033 ;270 .162 .026 -.244 .087 ,160 -.067

EXPERIM .313 .169 2.356 .233 ,068 .193 .202 .292 .,084

SOCIAL .209 .261 .112 .223 .096 .049 .225 .232 ,043

EASE ' -.244 -.093 -,007 -.068 -.162 330 -.188 -.269 ...094

BENEFIC .299 .140 .346 .221 .105 -.113 .219 .297 '.051

IMPORTA .297 .112 .317 .172 .043 -.123 .167 .276 -,022

INTEREST .472 .226 .330 .327 .146 .013 .321 .492 ,057

VARIABLE: KNOWAB HISTOR PHILOS MATO EXPERI SOCIAL DIFFIC BENEFI IMPORT

HISTOR , -.081

PHILOS ,044

MATHEM -.110

EYPERI .038

SOC .86

EASE -.110

DENEFI ..,013

IMPORT .013

INTERE .064

* * * * * * *

.366 * * * * * *

.249' .112 * , * * * *

.114 7078 547 * * * *

.103 .175 .083 .108

.036 -,022 .155 .065 .063 * *

.238 ;093 ;388 .424 :168 .121 *

;188 .099 ;449 .445 ;170 .054 .611

.135 .181 .238 .303 ,267 -.096 .422

*

*

.532
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